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ABSTRACT 
In this study, a novel multifunctional panel that can resist structural loads, control 
room temperature and dissipate vibration energy due to wind or seismic hazard is 
proposed. All these functions are enabled by a liquid-filled multi-capillary structure 
inside the panel.  The free-flowing liquid in the capillaries can provide thermal exchange 
from external sources and liquid head loss generation when it flows through internal 
orifices.  
Two types of multifunctional panels, including a pultruded glass fiber-reinforced 
polymer (GFRP) panel and a reinforced concrete panel, are manufactured to assess their 
damping performances. Shake table tests on the GFRP multifunctional panel show that it 
has high resistance to ground accelerations but relatively low energy dissipation 
capability. Filled-in water can greatly reduce the GFRP panel’s vibration through liquid 
damping, with reduction effect increasing with the water amount. Dynamic tests of 
reinforced concrete multifunctional panel also proved that the oscillating liquid inside can 
enhance the total damping of the structure.  
The liquid motion in the multi-capillary system can be described as a tuned liquid 
multiple columns damper (TLMCD) model, a nonlinear dynamic model that simulates 
the liquid surface movement in each capillary. The friction damping and head loss 
damping due to the internal orifices are identified as the sources of energy dissipation in 
this system. Numerical solutions of the dynamic model are validated through both 
computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulation and a series of dynamic tests of the 
manufactured reinforced concrete multifunctional panel. The nonlinear dynamic model is 
further linearized using energy equivalent method. Optimum parameters of a TLMCD 
xvi 
attached to various primary systems can be obtained from the linearized model, and 
transfer functions indicate that optimized TLMCDs have better damping performance 
than single or multiple tuned liquid column dampers (TLCDs) when mitigating multiple-
degree-of-freedom (MDOF) primary structures.  
Semi-active TLMCDs with controllable valves are proposed as well. Sliding 
mode control method is employed to calculate the control forces in a TLMCD. Study of a 
benchmark building equipped with a semi-active TLMCD under stochastic wind hazards 
show significant damping improvement from the passive TLMCDs.
1 
CHAPTER 1.    INTRODUCTION 
1.1  The Concept of a Novel Multifunctional Panel 
Modern buildings and structures raise more critical demands for structural members. 
Structural components not only need to ensure safety, but also need to environmentally 
friendly, comfortable and even intelligent. In this dissertation, we propose a novel 
multifunctional panel that integrates structural load resistance, adjustment of building 
temperature, and mitigation of lateral wind or earthquake hazards. The concept of the 
multifunctional panel is illustrated in Figure 1.1: the panel has a multi-capillary hollow 
section that can be filled with liquid (typically water), which is evenly distributed across the 
wall surface and can be charged or discharged based on room temperature. In addition, the 
internal water system also functions as a damper system that generates liquid head loss 
damping to dissipate vibration energy when the main structure experiences wind or seismic 
hazards. The main functions of the panel are introduced as the following. 
Charging
DischargingValve
Structure 
wall
Orifices
Water as thermal exchanger
 
Figure 1.1 The concept of a novel multifunctional panel 
2 
1.1.1  Resisting structural load 
Providing lateral and vertical load resistance is still the basic requirement of any load-
bearing member in a structure. The novel multifunctional panel can function as a structure 
wall that resists dynamic and stationary structural loads including axial forces and shear 
forces transferred from other parts of the structure. The hollow multiple-capillary section 
design reduces the weight of panel and offers similar moment of inertia compared with a 
solid section of the same area at a cost of reduction of its strength and stiffness. Structural 
walls of similar sections, such as masonry walls constructed with hollow blocks (Thanoon et 
al. [1]), suggest that hollow sectioned walls can be both economical and efficient.  
1.1.2  Preserving room temperature with water  
           Water has a much larger specific heat capacity than those of concrete and steel, which 
means that it will raise temperature slower than concrete and steel after absorbing the same 
amount of heat. This will make water an ideal type of thermal exchanger and storage. In fact, 
home heating by hot water circulation in a radiator is still practiced in some countries (Lu et 
al. [2]).  The water that is charged/discharged based on room temperature can be heated or 
cooled by conventional heating/cooling equipment.  
           When the multifunctional panels are placed as the exterior walls, they can harvest on-
site solar energy. Water-filled exterior walls can cool the house by absorbing the solar energy 
during the daytime and warm the room by releasing the stored solar energy at night. In fact, 
the idea of water-filled thermal walls can be probably dated back to 1947 when Hottel [3] 
and his students from Massachusetts Institute of Technology built a water wall with black-
painted cans behind double pane glass. Since then commercial building systems featuring 
water wall have been developed (All-water ® Liquid-filled Walls [4], shown in Figure 1.2), 
claiming that the water system can shave up to 20 percent off a home’s energy bills.  
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Figure 1.2 All-water® Liquid-filled Walls [4] 
1.1.3  Suppressing structure vibration with liquid damping 
Drastic changing of liquid flow will cause kinetic energy loss of the liquid, and the 
friction between liquid and its container could be another source of energy loss. Oscillating 
or sloshing liquid has been applied to dissipate vibration energy as early as 1966 when 
Abramson [5] used liquid damping to control motions in space satellites.  
Attempts of including liquid dampers inside structural components came much later. 
In 2008, Ye et al. [6] proposed a novel cast-in-situ hollow floor slabs with an internal tuned 
liquid damper (TLD), which is illustrated in Figure 1.3. The design takes advantage of the 
high hollow volume ratio of modern hollow floor slabs and fills the hollow box with water. 
The water sloshing effect can raise the damping ratio of the structure by approximately 2%. 
Matia and Gat [7] studied an elastic beam embedded with a fluid-filled parallel-channel 
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network. Their findings indicate that solid-fluid interaction and the inertia effect will help 
eliminate the elastic beam’s deformation caused by external dynamic forces.  
The tuned liquid damping system in the multifunctional panel is different from the 
above ones. It involves water motion in a multi-capillaries system with relatively uniform 
liquid velocity profile in each capillary.  
 
Figure 1.3 Cast-in-situ hollow floor slabs with an internal tuned liquid damper (TLD) [6] 
1.2  Tuned Liquid Multiple Column Dampers 
In design of multifunctional panels, it is vital to calculate the damping forces acting 
on the structures and predict the liquid motion in the internal multi-capillary system, which is 
also the most critical part of this dissertation.  
The physical model describing the internal oscillating liquid system in the 
multifunctional panel can be termed as a tuned liquid multiple column damper (TLMCD), 
different from conventional TLCDs. Typical TLCDs are U-shaped tubes with filled-in 
oscillating liquid, and head loss damping is generated when liquid flow through the orifice in 
the horizontal part of the U-tube. TLCDs can resist horizontal vibrations transferred from the 
main structure due to wind or earthquake load. Compared to other mass dampers, TLCDs are 
easy to construct, have low maintenance cost and can provide a source of residential-use 
water [8]. Notable examples of TLCD in high-rise buildings include the 189 m One Madison 
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Park in New York City [9], the One Wall Center in Vancouver [10], and Elizabeth Street 
residential building in Melbourne [11], etc. 
The main difference between a TLMCD and a TLCD is that a TLMCD has multiple 
vertical columns and multiple orifices in the horizontal column, which is depicted in Figure 
1.4, compared to only two columns in a TLCD.  The equations of motion for a TLMCD is 
more complex because it is a multiple-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) nonlinear system with 
coupling liquid motion in each vertical column. TLMCDs can offer more design parameters 
than TLCDs when they are tuned to specific main structures: a TLCD usually has only two 
parameters for design purpose while a N-column TLMCD has 2N-1 parameters in total.  
 
TLMCD TLCD
Liquid 
Orifice
Orifices
 
Figure 1.4 Comparison between TLMCDs and TLCDs 
 
TLMCDs can address many shortcomings of conventional TLCDs: 
(1) A TLCD has only one main natural frequency and thus only suppresses one 
vibration mode of the main structure. To reduce the vibration of more than one vibrations 
modes, multiple TLCDs (MTLCDs) are needed. Even MTLCDs may not be very efficient 
because only the TLCDs with frequencies that are within +/- 15% range of the external 
excitation frequency will be excited (Conner and Laflamme [12]), and all the other TLCDs 
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do not participate in suppressing the main structure’s vibration. TLMCDs has multiple 
resonance frequencies and it can shift its frequencies to appropriate ranges accordingly when 
the vibration mode of the main structure changes. 
(2) TLCDs often consume a large occupying space, which can be difficult to find in 
high buildings. TLMCDs’ geometry indicate that it can insert more vertical columns between 
the two columns of a U-shaped TLCD, and consequently they can store more liquid within 
the same space (though at a slightly worse damping efficiency, this will be discussed in 
Chapter 6), which could be an advantage when the occupying space is concerned. 
(3) TLCDs have a “detuning” problem.  When the main structure’s natural frequency 
is not accurately calculated or changes due to extreme hazards, the passive TLCD will not 
function very well since its effective frequency range is narrow. On contrast, a TLMCD has 
multiple resonance frequencies that can be provide wider effective frequencies ranges.   
1.3  Objectives and Contributions 
The objective of this study is to assess the dynamic load resistance and energy 
dissipation capability of the multifunctional panel. We manufactured two types of 
multifunctional panels: one is a pultruded GFRP panel with seven identical cells, and another 
is a reinforced concrete panel with an internal multiple tube system. Both panels have their 
own advantages. This dissertation consists of experimental tests on these two multifunctional 
panels and theoretical investigation of their damping performance that can model the liquid 
motion in each capillary as an individual movement. 
The main contributions of this study include: 
● Studied the seismic load resistance of hollow multi-capillary sectioned walls and 
compared it with that of conventional solid walls. 
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● Developed a nonlinear dynamic model that can describe liquid motion in a multi-
capillary system; and validated this dynamic model through both shake table tests and 
numerical simulations; 
● Developed a design procedure for optimum parameters of TLMCDs suppressing 
vibration of the primary structures. 
● Extended the passive TLMCD design to semi-active cases where the orifice openings 
are controlled.  
1.4  Dissertation Organization 
The remaining dissertation is organized as the following: 
Chapter 2 studies the dynamic behavior of a GFRP multi-capillary panel under 
seismic load through shaking table tests and Finite Element Analysis (FEA). A comparison 
of seismic performance between the GFRP panel and conventional solid reinforced concrete 
(RC) walls is conducted.  
Chapter 3 investigates the enhanced damping effect of the same GFRP panel in 
Chapter 2 when it is filled water and adapted into a TLMCD. Different combinations of 
capillaries filled with water is tested under harmonic ground loadings.  
Chapter 4 is the analytical modelling of the internal liquid motion in a multi-capillary 
system. The numerical solutions of the analytical model are verified by computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) simulations. 
Chapter 5 is a dynamic test of a fabricated RC multifunctional panel to further 
validate the analytical model in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 6 is the theoretical investigation of the optimum parameters of TLMCDs 
suppressing primary structures’ vibration.  
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Chapter 7 discusses the potential damping effect of the multifunctional panel when 
the orifices are semi-actively controlled. 
Chapter 8 conclude the dissertation.  
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CHAPTER 2.    SEISMIC BEHAVIOR OF GALSS FIBER-REINFORCED 
POLYMER WALL PANELS 
A paper published by Composite Structures 
Hao Wu, An Chen, Simon Laflamme 
2.1  Abstract 
Glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) panels have been increasingly used for 
structural applications due to their light weight, corrosion resistance and construction-
easiness. This study evaluates the seismic performance of GFRP wall panels based on 
comprehensive shaking table tests and Finite Element Analysis (FEA). A GFRP wall panel is 
experimentally subjected to harmonic ground motions of frequencies ranging from 10 to 15 
Hz. A mass is attached to the top of the panel to simulate gravitational weight. The panel 
remains undamaged under a peak base acceleration of 2.1 g. Its FEA is conducted using 
Abaqus based on Rayleigh damping. There is a good correlation between the experimental 
and FEA results. Another FEA model is developed to study the seismic behavior of a 
Reinforced Concrete (RC) wall, which is validated by results from an existing study. The two 
FEA models are then used to compare the seismic performance of GFRP wall panels versus 
RC walls in terms of drift ratio and hysteretic behavior. It is found that while GFRP wall 
panels cannot replace RC walls in multi-story buildings due to their low stiffness, their 
performances are comparable to RC walls for low-rise buildings. Therefore, GFRP wall 
panels can be potentially used in low-rise buildings in seismic regions. 
Keywords: Fiber-Reinforced Polymer (FRP), Wall panel, seismic behavior, shaking table 
test, finite element modeling, reinforced Concrete wall 
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2.2  Introduction 
Fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) materials have been widely used in civil engineering. 
While they are more commonly used to strengthen existing structures [1,2], FRP components 
have gained popularity in recent years because they are easy to retrofit and reduce the overall 
self-weight of the structure, yielding design flexibility. While early research work mainly 
focused on the static behavior of FRP (e.g., Clarke [3]; Davalos et al. [4]), there has been 
some recent studies on their dynamic behavior through analytical and experimental 
investigations [5–8]. In particular, Mosallam et al. [9] conducted a comprehensive study on 
the pultruded GFRP beam-to-column connections under both static and dynamic loads, 
suggesting that GFRP connections could be modeled as semi-rigid in frame analysis. Boscato 
and Russo [10–12] used the free vibration response of a large FRP space frame to identify its 
structural information including fundamental frequencies, mode shapes and damping 
coefficients. Yang et al. [13] researched the dynamic and fatigue performances of a pultruded 
FRP frame, concluding that FRP components showed no significant degradation after 2.1 
million cycles of fatigue load. Bai and Keller [14] studied the dynamic structural response of 
an all-FRP pedestrian bridge under impact and human walking excitations with output-only 
identification techniques. More recently, Zhang et al. [15] investigated the cyclic 
performance of tubular FRP beam-column bonded sleeve connections, which could achieve 
good ductility and energy dissipation capacity; Ding et al. [16] applied a constant axial load 
and a cyclic lateral load to composite frames and achieved satisfactory seismic performance. 
While these studies represent pioneer work in furthering the understanding of the dynamic 
behavior of FRP components, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the seismic behavior of 
FRP panels as load-bearing walls is yet to be studied. Previously, FRP panels were mainly 
for bridge decks and building floors. For example, Zi et al. [17] proposed a GFRP deck panel 
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with rectangular holes filled with foam to improve deck strength and stiffness. Satasivam et 
al. [18–21] conducted research on modular FRP sandwich panels for building floors, which 
consisted of FRP pultruded boxes bonded with two GFRP plates. The authors demonstrated 
that foam filling, adhesive bonding, and bidirectional pultrusion orientation improved the 
flexural load-bearing capacity of the panels. The FRP sandwich panels could also be bolted 
to steel beams to form composite beam and slab systems. In this study, the authors 
investigate FRP panels as structural walls, where the axial and shear loading capacity of FRP 
panels is of interest. Reinforced Concrete (RC) shear wall is the most widely used wall type 
to resist lateral loads. Extensive research on the seismic performance of RC walls has been 
conducted experimentally [22,23] and numerically [24]. The inelastic seismic response of RC 
walls is complex because it includes multiple vibration modes in the nonlinear range, the 
post-elastic behavior of concrete and steel under dynamic loading, and the interactions 
among flexural, shear, and axial cyclic loadings. Compared to traditional RC walls, FRP wall 
panels have some advantages. Due to their high strength-to-weight ratio, easy application, 
and resistance to corrosion, FRP materials have been applied to enhance existing structural 
walls’ strength and ductility [25]. However, unlike RC walls, FRP wall panels do not yield 
and have relatively low stiffness. A question arises whether FRP panels are suitable for 
seismic mitigation, and how their performance would compare with RC walls. Shaking table 
testing is often recognized as the most suitable experimental method for reproducing the 
effects of earthquakes on structural members. In this paper, the dynamic behavior of a 
pultruded GFRP wall panel exposed to seismic loads is experimentally studied through a 
shaking table test. Results from the laboratory tests are used to model the behavior of GFRP 
units, which are used to compare the seismic performance of GFRP wall panels with that of 
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structural RC shear walls. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes 
the GFRP panel used in the laboratory and reports mechanical properties obtained 
experimentally from the static and free vibrations tests. Section 3 reports the results from the 
laboratory testing of a GFRP wall panel exposed to harmonic ground motions using a 
shaking table. Section 4 compares the dynamic characteristics of the wall obtained through 
free vibration and shaking table tests with the results from the FEA analysis. Section 5 
creates and validates an FEA model of an RC wall, and uses this model to compare the 
response of RC walls with that of GFRP walls under seismic loads. Section 6 concludes the 
paper by discussing results and potential applications of GFRP structures. 
2.3  GFRP Panel Properties 
The panel used in this study is a Composolite® building panel provided by 
Strongwell®. It is 61 cm wide by 122 cm long made of glass fiber using a pultrusion process. 
The geometry of the panel is shown in Figure 2.1. The manufacturer’s values of out-of-plane 
and in-plane moment of inertia are 6.62 ×102 cm4 and 176 ×102 cm4, respectively. The 
thickness of the GFRP panel is 0.297 cm for the outer wall, and 0.218 cm for the separation 
between the cells. The weight of the whole panel is 13.6 kg. 
Two static tests are conducted to determine the lateral stiffness of the GFRP panel. 
The first test is a pushover test, as schematized in Figure 2.2a, where the bottom of the panel 
is fixed to the ground, and an increasing concentrated force is exerted at the top of the panel. 
The displacement at the top is recorded by a Linear Variable Differential Transformer 
(LVDT) with an MEGADAC data acquisition system at a sampling rate of 2000 Hz. The 
second test consists of a three-point bending test, as schematized in Figure 2.2b. The panel is 
configured as a simply supported beam, and a concentrated force is applied at mid-span, 
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where another LVDT is installed. The lateral and bending stiffnesses are calculated from the 
force-displacement relationship using Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively: 
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where EI is the in-plane stiffness calculated from the push-over test or three-point bending 
test, P is the force applied at the top or middle of the panel, δ is the displacement under that 
force, and L is the vertical length of the panel, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Table 2.1 lists the 
results, compared with properties reported by the manufacturer. The test results are lower 
than manufacturer’s data because the width versus length ratio of the panel is not small 
enough to be treated as a beam and the plain-section assumption may not be totally valid. 
Nevertheless, an average value of 5.56 GPa between the pushover and three-point bending 
test is taken as the component’s stiffness. Other GFRP wall’s structural characteristics 
including lateral strength, Young’s elastic modulus, and Poisson’s ratio are reported by the 
manufacturer as 169 MPa, 6.10 GPa, and 0.27, respectively. 
The GFRP panel is viewed as a load-bearing wall. A steel block is connected by steel 
angles to the wall to simulate the seismic weight at the top, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. This 
seismic weight corresponds to a flat roof of a typical low-rise building, including the total 
dead load of the roof and 20% of snow load:  
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where W is the attached seismic weight, DL is the dead load, SL is the snow load, At is the 
total tributary area, and Sl is the length scale factor, as listed in Table 2.2. 
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Free vibration tests are conducted to obtain the modal frequencies and damping ratios 
of the GFRP panel. The bottom of the wall panel is rigidly fixed to the ground, and a plastic 
hammer is used to excite the panel at random locations. An LVDT and an accelerometer are 
installed at the top of the panel to record its displacement and acceleration in the lateral 
direction. The sampling rate for all sensors is 2000 Hz. By analyzing the displacement 
reponse in the frequency domain, as illustrated in Figure 2.4, the first natural frequencies of 
the GFRP panel with and without the attached seismic weight can be identified as 47 Hz and 
117 Hz, respectively. These results are consistent with analytical results obtained assuming 
the GFRP panel as a cantilever beam, which can be predicted by Equations (2.4) and (2.5) 
(Voltera and Zachmanoglou [26]) for the cases with and without seismic weight, 
respectively, where l is the vertical length of the panel, EI is the in-plane stiffness, m is the 
mass of the panel, and m1 is the seismic weight on the top. The first vibration mode shape is 
similar to a uniform continuous beam under bending, where the deformation increases 
quadratically with the distance from the base. 
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The damping ratio of the structure’s first mode is determined by computing the decay 
of the top displacement after the first ten cycles. It is found to be 0.6%, which is relatively 
small compared to typical damping ratios for RC (5%) and steel structures (2%). 
2.4  Shaking Table Test 
The performance of the GFRP panel under seismic excitation is evaluated through a 
shaking table test. The configuration of the test is shown in Figure 2.5. The GFRP panel is 
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connected to the shaking table using bolts and angles to simulate a rigid connection. The size 
of the angles is 10 x 10 cm, and the bolt and angle system effectively constrains the rotation 
in the out-of-plane direction. Both tests with and without attached mass are conducted to 
evaluate the dynamic responses of the wall panel. 
The shaking table can generate harmonic ground motions with a frequency ranging 
from 10 to 60 Hz. But in the test, the GFRP panel is subjected to two harmonic ground 
motions in the in-plane direction, as described in Table 2.3, since ground motions with 
frequencies higher than 15.1 Hz will generate accelerations greater than 3 g, which would be 
too high for simulating real seismic ground motions. Three accelerometers and LVDTs are 
installed at the bottom, middle, and top of the panel to measure the displacements and 
accelerations. Although the ground motion displacement and displacement at other locations 
of the panel are harmonic, as shown in Figure 2.6a and b, the independently measured ground 
acceleration is not perfectly harmonic due to that the tests are displacement-controlled 
instead of acceleration controlled, as shown in Figure 2.6c and d. Each excitation process 
lasts for more than 15 s, long enough to produce stable and consistent results.  
Figure 2.7 shows the displacements at the top of the wall panel when subjected to 
different ground motions. Since the hollow sectioned GFRP panel is lightweight, the 
displacement at the top of the wall panel is close to that from the ground motion when only 
the GFRP wall panel is tested. In contrast, attaching seismic weight to the wall panel 
significantly increases the top displacement. Also, the displacement under 15.1 Hz ground 
motion is much greater than that under 10.1 Hz ground motion because 15.1 Hz ground 
motion provides considerably larger acceleration and is closer to the natural frequency of the 
GFRP wall. No damage occurred during the 15.1 Hz ground motion run where the 
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acceleration reached 2.1g. The maximum story drift of the GFRP panel recorded is 0.33%, 
which is smaller than allowed values of structural walls under extreme loads, mainly because 
of the high stiffness and the GFRP material’s ability to remain linear under high strain. 
2.5  Finite Element Analysis Simulation of GFRP Panel Tests 
FEA models are constructed using Abaqus (v6.14). Shell element S4R is used to 
simulate the GFRP panel, as shown in Figure 2.8. In the vibration analysis, GFRP pultruded 
structural members can be treated as elastic materials using currently available theories and 
computational methods [8]. Using the material properties from the test results, the GFRP 
material is taken as linear elastic with an elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of 5.6 GPa and 
0.27.  Rayleigh damping, which is also known as proportional damping, is included in the 
GFRP material properties (Kyriazoglou and Guild [27]). The mass proportional damping and 
the stiffness proportional damping factors can be calculated if both the first and the second 
modes are assumed to have the same damping ratio 0.6%  . In the FEA model, the bottom 
of the GFRP panel is fixed except in the in-plane direction, which is used to apply the 
acceleration excitations. Table 2.4 compares natural frequencies obtained from the FEA 
models with those from shaking table tests. Satisfactory agreement is achieved, showing the 
linear structural characteristics of the panel.  
Figure 2.9 are plots comparing the response time histories of the FEA models with 
those of the test results. The errors between the FEA models and tests are within 4% and 13% 
for the cases with and without the attached mass, respectively. There is also a slight 
difference in phase for the attached mass cases, which could be attributed to the ignored 
damping at the mass connection. The displacement amplitudes in the experimental results are 
slightly larger than predicted. The difference may be explained by that the stiffness of the 
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shaking table itself is not large enough to provide a perfect fixed boundary condition for the 
test specimen, and minor rotations in the in-plane direction might have happened in the 
dynamic tests. Overall, good agreement is found with the free vibration test and the shaking 
table test. The FEA result also shows that the maximum stress during the vibration is 40.2 
MPa, which is smaller than the GFRP’s strength 169 MPa, validating that the GFRP panel is 
intact during the testing. 
2.6  Comparison of GFRP Wall Panel and RC Wall Under Seismic Ground Motion 
Shaking table tests presented above demonstrated that the GFRP panel remained 
elastic under large ground accelerations.  In order to further evaluate the performance of 
GFRP wall panel under seismic excitations, its performance is compared with structural RC 
walls under realistic ground motions. The selected RC wall is a 1:1.25 scale shear wall tested 
on a shaking table by Carrillo and Alcocer [28]. This specific RC panel is selected because it 
has the same thickness as the tested GFRP wall panel. In addition, the RC panel has the 
minimum reinforcement ratio, which is the ratio of the area of steel bars over the area of the 
web of the concrete cross-section, specified in ACI-318. It was originally used as a control 
specimen.  The reinforcement layout and FEA model mesh of the 8-cm thick RC wall are 
illustrated in Figure 2.10. A single layer of No. 3 welded steel wires is placed in the middle 
of the RC wall web. Material properties from concrete cylinder tests and steel tension tests 
are summarized in Table 2.5. In the shaking table test, the RC wall is subjected to a recorded 
earthquake ground motion CA-71, which occurred in Caleta de Campos station, Mexico, on 
January 11, 1997 [moment magnitude (MW) = 7.1, peak ground acceleration (PGA) = 0.38 
g], representing a large-amplitude earthquake event with high intensity and duration. The 
acceleration time history is shown in Figure 2.11. A seismic weight of 245 kN is selected to 
achieve a natural period of 0.1 s, matching the earthquake’s dominating frequency. 
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An FEA model is created in Abaqus and compared to the experiment results in the 
RC wall research paper discussed above using its authors’ test parameters. The concrete 
damaged plasticity model in Abaqus is adopted, which considers compression and tension 
damages to simulate the degradation of concrete stiffness. The steel’s hysteretic behavior is 
modeled using kinematic plasticity. The C3D8R solid element and the T3D2 truss element 
are used to simulate concrete and steel bars, respectively. No slip between steel bars and 
concrete is considered. The concrete shear wall is rigidly fixed at the bottom and loaded in 
the in-plane direction with the CA-71 earthquake motion. Figure 2.12a shows the comparison 
between FEA and test results. From the time history of displacement in the dynamic explicit 
model, as showed in Figure 2.12b, the most significant concrete damage occurs at 12.9 s, 
forming a permanent deformation in the web of the RC wall. The FEA curve can predict the 
stiffness and the ultimate drift ratio of the shear RC wall under the earthquake excitation. The 
difference between the both data sets is caused by the approximation of concrete damage 
coefficients in the FEA of the concrete material model. The exact values could be only 
obtained through cyclic loading test of concrete specimen. However, this information was not 
mentioned in Ref [28]. The largest stress, as expected, appears in the web region, which has 
the lowest steel ratio. Concrete damage happens near the areas where the steel bars are 
embedded, as illustrated in Figure 2.13. 
From the above results, it can be concluded that the FEA models of both RC and 
GFRP walls can accurately predict their dynamic behaviors. Next, to gain a better 
understanding of the GFRP panel’s capability to resist seismic loads, a comparison of GFRP 
wall panel and RC wall is carried out by simulating the responses of both types of walls 
under earthquake motions. As mentioned above, the tested RC and GFRP walls have the 
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same thickness of 8 cm. In this comparison, we keep the GFRP panel’s cross-section 
unchanged, but increase its 2-D dimensions to be identical to that of the RC wall, i.e., 192 cm 
x 192 cm. The CA-71 earthquake record is scaled to create four different ground motions, 
representing low, moderate, high and ultra-high intensity earthquake events, respectively.  
In the first set of comparison, the same mass block of 245 kN, representing the 
seismic load from a multi-story building, is attached to the top of both RC and GFRP walls. 
Table 2.6 lists PGAs for each ground motion, and the maximum drifts and stresses during the 
excitations. The web region in the RC wall is found to be severely damaged under both high 
and ultra-high intensity earthquakes. Since the failure criterion of the GFRP panel is not 
specified in the FEA model, the maximum stress of the GFRP panel during the high intensity 
ground motion reaches 213.6 MPa, which exceeds its flexural strength of 162 MPa. 
Therefore, the GFRP panel fails in the high intensity earthquake. The time histories of the 
two walls are compared in Figure 2.14. Due to the difference in the stiffness, the GFRP wall 
produces larger drifts than the RC wall. However, this difference is smaller for high and 
ultra-high intensity earthquakes compared to those for low and moderate intensity 
earthquakes, indicating that the dynamic stiffness of the RC wall under severe earthquakes 
deteriorates more rapidly than that of the GFRP wall.  
Based on the above comparison, it can be concluded that GFRP wall panels have less 
energy dissipation capacity than RC walls. The relatively low damping ratio of the GFRP and 
the lack of post-elastic behavior are its drawbacks when used as seismic-resistant structures. 
Another difference between the RC and GFRP walls is that the GFRP wall remains at its 
original position after the earthquake; while the RC wall yields, resulting in a permanent 
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lateral deflection. Generally, GFRP wall panels do not have enough stiffness to replace RC 
walls in multi-story buildings.  
Since pultruded GFRP structures are often low-rise and carry significantly lower 
seismic weight, we make another comparison of the two walls carrying a much smaller 
seismic mass of 4.8 kN, which corresponds to the full dead load plus 20% of the snow load, 
as listed in Table 2.2, for a one-story building. In this case, the maximum stress and drift of 
the two walls become much smaller, as illustrated in  
Table 2.7, showing that both walls are in elastic range. Generally, the maximum 
stress and drift are proportional to the seismic excitation acceleration. The maximum stress of 
GFRP wall is 5.4 MPa, which is much lower than its lengthwise flexural strength of 162 
MPa. The RC wall still has lower stress and drift ratio due to its larger stiffness, as shown in 
Figure 2.15. However, the performances of the two walls are closer compared to those for 
multi-story buildings. Since the GFRP wall panel has much smaller self-weight and higher 
strength, it can be considered as a viable solution for low-rise buildings in seismic zones.  
Parametric studies are conducted to better understand the GFRP wall panels’ 
application. First, shell thicknesses are varied to investigate how much the GFRP panel’s 
section increase is needed to match the RC wall’s dynamic stiffness. In the FEA model, the 
shell thicknesses of GFRP panel are doubled and tripled, and then they are compared to the 
RC wall with a seismic load of 245 kN under the high intensity ground motion. The results 
listed in Table 2.8 show that the GFRP’s shell thicknesses need to be increased three times to 
achieve similar deflection of RC walls. This may pose a challenge in FRP fabrication. 
Another parameter studied is the seismic weight attached on the top the panel. The maximum 
stresses and drifts under the high intensity ground motion are listed in Table 2.9, which 
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indicates that, in order for the GFRP panel’s stress and drift to be within a reasonable range, 
the supported seismic weight on the panel should be less than 96 kN. This weight 
approximately corresponds to a three-story residential building. 
2.7  Conclusions 
Dynamic behavior of a pultruded GFRP wall panel is experimentally and numerically 
examined. Free vibration tests of the panel indicates their higher natural frequencies and 
lower damping ratios than other types of traditional structural walls. The GFRP panel in the 
shaking table tests exhibits good resistance to the seismic load due to its high strength and 
lightweight despite the high intensity of input ground motion, indicating that GFRP panels 
have a potential to be used as seismic-resistant structural walls.  
FEA models are created to correlate the displacement time history of the GFRP panel 
from shaking table test. The same method is applied to model a traditional RC shear wall 
under earthquake excitations in literature. Both models achieve good correlations with 
experimental results. After comparing their performances under seismic loads, we can 
conclude that, when applied to multi-story buildings, RC walls tend to have smaller drift and 
higher energy dissipation capacity compared to GFRP walls. Therefore, RC walls remain a 
better option. However, when designed as shear walls for low-rise buildings, the deformation 
and the maximum stress of the RC and GFRP walls are closer compared to those for multi-
story buildings. Parametric study shows that the GFRP walls can support seismic weight of 
buildings with no more than three stories. Due to its elastic behavior, the performance of the 
GFRP wall panel is more predictable. In addition, it has low self-weight and high strength 
and is easier for post-earthquake repair and replacement, which makes the GFRP wall panel a 
viable solution for low-rise buildings in seismic zones.  
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Table 2.1  Lateral stiffness of GFRP panel 
 Flexural modulus  
(lengthwise) 
Difference from the data reported by 
manufacturer 
From pushover test  5.52 GPa 9.5% 
From three-point bending 
test  
5.59 GPa 8.4% 
 
Table 2.2  Seismic load at the panel roof 
Dead 
load 
Snow 
load 
Transverse 
length 
Total seismic weight 
per unit width 
Panel 
width 
Total 
weight 
Scale Scaled 
weight in test 
501 Pa 300 Pa 4.5 m 2.50 kN 0.61 m 1.5 kN 1:2.5 0.24 kN 
 
Table 2.3  Ground motion parameters 
Ground motion Frequency Maximum displacement Average acceleration amplitude 
1 10.1Hz 1.83 mm 1.4 g 
2 15.1Hz 1.94 mm 2.1 g 
 
Table 2.4  Comparison of natural frequencies obtained from free vibration test and FEA 
model 
 Without seismic mass attached With seismic mass attached 
Natural frequencies 
1f  (Hz) 2f  (Hz) 1f  (Hz) 2f  (Hz) 
Free vibration test 117 196 47 70 
FEA model 121 201 48 72 
Difference (%) 3.4% 2.6% 2.1% 2.9% 
 
Table 2.5  Material property of the RC wall 
concrete 
Elastic modulus (GPa) Compression strength (MPa) 
14.8 24.8 
 Nominal yield strength (MPa) Ultimate strength (MPa) 
steel bar 412 656 
steel wire 435 659 
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Table 2.6  Comparisons of maximum stress and drift under the seismic load of 245 kN 
Ground motion PGA(g) 
RC wall GFRP panel  
Maximum 
stress (MPa) 
Maximum 
drift (mm) 
Maximum 
stress (MPa) 
Maximum 
drift (mm) 
Low intensity 0.10 17.8 1.5 40.4 7.0 
Moderate intensity 0.20 24.2 2.5 81.1 14.0 
High intensity 0.40 24.8 10.2 172.8 26.8 
Ultra-high intensity 0.60 24.8 17.8 213.6 44.2 
 
Table 2.7  Comparisons of maximum stress and drift under the seismic load of 4.8 kN 
Ground motion PGA(g) 
RC wall GFRP panel  
Maximum 
stress (MPa) 
Maximum 
drift (mm) 
Maximum 
stress (MPa) 
Maximum 
drift (mm) 
Low intensity 0.10 0.56 0.10 1.3 0.34 
Moderate intensity 0.20 0.99 0.20 2.4 0.69 
High intensity 0.40 1.97 0.41 4.1  1.35 
Ultra-high intensity 0.60 2.92 0.61 5.4  1.97 
 
Table 2.8  Parametric study of the GFRP panel’s shell thickness  
Specimen Maximum stress 
(MPa) 
Maximum 
drift (mm) 
GFRP panel with original thickness 172.8 26.8 
GFRP panel with double thickness 95.6 18.2 
GFRP panel with triple thickness 60.3 10.6 
RC wall 24.8 10.2 
 
Table 2.9  Parametric study of the supported seismic load on the top of the GFRP panel  
Supported seismic load Maximum stress 
(MPa) 
Maximum 
drift (mm) 
4.8 kN 4.1  1.35 
48 kN 38.7 9.6 
96 kN 75.8 16.2 
142 kN 111.6 21.4 
245 kN 172.8 26.8 
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Figure 2.1 Geometry profile of GFRP panel 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.2 Test configurations to establish lateral stiffness (a) Push-over test; (b) Three-
point bending test. 
Steel angleSteel block
 
Figure 2.3 Steel block on the GFRP panel wall 
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(c)  (b)  
Figure 2.4 Free vibration tests of the GFRP panel: (a) test without seismic mass; (b) power 
spectral density of (a); (c) test with seismic mass; (d) power spectral density of (c)  
Shaking table
GFRP panel  wall
LVDTs &
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Figure 2.5 Shaking table test configuration 
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(c)  (d)  
Figure 2.6 Shaking table test ground motions: (a) 10.1 Hz ground motion displacement; 
(b) 15.1 Hz ground motion displacement; (c) 10.1 Hz ground motion acceleration; (d) 
15.1 Hz ground motion acceleration 
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(a)  (b)  
Figure 2.7 Shaking table test results (solid line: without mass; dashed line: with mass): 
(a) 10.1 Hz test displacement;(b) 15.1 Hz test displacement 
 
 
  
(a)  (b)  
Figure 2.8 Mesh of FEA model: (a) GFRP panel without mass; (b) GFRP panel with 
mass 
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(c)  (d)  
Figure 2.9 GFRP panel FEA simulation results (solid line: experimental; dashed 
line: FEA simulation): (a) 10.1 Hz simulation without mass; (b) 10.1 Hz simulation 
with mass; (c) 15.1 Hz simulation without mass; (d) 15.1 Hz simulation with mass 
 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.10 Reinforcement layout and FEA model of the concrete specimen: (a) 
Configuration in test (mm) [22]; (b) FEA model in Abaqus 
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Figure 2.11 Time series of input seismic ground motion 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.12 RC wall FEA simulation results: (a) Comparison of hysteretic curves of test 
and FEA;(b) Drift time history 
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Figure 2.13 Concrete damage at the end of FEA simulation (red regions represent damage) 
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(c) (d) 
Figure 2.14 Comparisons of time histories of drifts under the seismic load of 245 kN 
(solid line: the RC wall; dashed line: the GFRP panel wall): (a) under ultra-high 
intensity;(b)under high intensity;(c)under middle intensity;(d)under low intensity  
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     (c)        (d) 
Figure 2.15 Comparisons of time histories of drifts under the seismic load of 4.8 kN 
(solid line: the RC wall; dashed line: the GFRP panel wall): (a) under ultra-high 
intensity; (b) under high intensity;(c) under middle intensity;(d)under low intensity  
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CHAPTER 3.    BEHAVIOR OF GFRP WALL PANEL WITH AN INTERNAL 
TUNED LIQUID COLUMN DAMPER 
A paper to be submitted to Composite Structures 
Hao Wu, An Chen, Simon Laflamme 
3.1  Abstract 
Pultruded Glass Fiber-Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) structures have been increasingly used in 
buildings and civil infrastructure systems because of their high strength, lightweight, 
durability, and fatigue resistance. However, these structures are elastic and typically have 
low damping ratio, which limits their capability to dissipate vibration energy during 
earthquakes. Adding internal damping mechanisms to GFRP components can transform a 
traditional structure into one that is capable of mitigating the effect of lateral dynamic loads. 
This paper studies a multi-celled GFRP wall panel of a uniform cross-section equipped with 
a built-in tuned liquid column damper (TLCD). The panel is adapted to allow oscillation of 
water in its internal hollow cells, generating damping through liquid head losses. Different 
combinations of water heights and cell openings are evaluated using shaking table tests to 
study their capability to reduce vibration in the GFRP wall panel. For each combination, the 
natural frequency of TLCD can be predicted with a simple model. It is found that higher 
water volume inside the panel can achieve greater mitigation effect, and the panel’s vibration 
amplitude is reduced as much as 26% due to liquid damping. A computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) model is created to study the liquid motion inside the GFRP panel under 
harmonic ground excitations. Results from the CFD simulation are in good agreement with 
those from the test. 
Keywords: Pultruded GFRP, Seismic resistance, Tuned liquid column damper, CFD 
simulation 
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3.2  Introduction  
Pultruded GFRP structures have been widely studied, showing as good alternatives to 
steel and reinforced concrete (RC) solutions due to their high strength-weight ratio, easy 
installation, and corrosion resistance (Keller 2001 [1]). Common applications include low-
rise buildings, bridge decks, space structures, towers, etc (Xin et al. 2015 [2]; Wu et al. 2016 
[3]; Rao et al. 2017 [4]). Static tests demonstrated that GFRP components are viscoelastic 
and anisotropic (Ascione et al. 2011 [5]; Wattick and Chen 2017 [6]). Several other 
researchers studied the dynamic behavior of pultruded GFRP structures. Boscato and Russo 
(2009) [7] showed that GFRP structures tended to have low frequency and high 
deformability, which may be leveraged to mitigate seismic loading. While it was discussed 
that pultruded FRP does not suffer significant degradation after large numbers of cyclic 
loading (Yang et al. 2009 [8]), it was found that GRFP structures have low damping ratios 
(usually less than 2%), and their performance in dissipating vibration energy was not great 
(Russo 2012 [9]). It follows that the inclusion of damping mechanisms inside pultruded 
GFRP structures can result in a significant enhancement of their lateral load mitigation 
performance.  
This study focuses on a GFRP panel structure with an internal liquid flow system. 
This system is intended as a circuit cooling/heating system using liquid as the thermal 
exchanger. However, we propose that internal liquid flow can also provide supplemental 
damping capability for this GFRP panel structure. The GFRP panel has an internal multi-
capillary structure that allows oscillating liquid (typically water) to flow through a horizontal 
channel connecting all the capillaries. There are some other types of structures embedded 
with fluid systems that are intended to increase the overall damping. For example, Matia and 
Gat [10] proposed an elastic beam embedded with a fluid-filled parallel-channel network, 
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which can greatly reduce the dynamic deformation of the beam; Wang et al. [11] conducted a 
damping analysis of a flexible beam containing an internal channel filled with three types of 
high-viscosity fluid. However, there are no studies available on structural members resisting 
lateral vibration through liquid oscillation. 
Dramatic liquid motion change, such as flow through orifices and sharp corners, can 
result in liquid head loss, dissipating kinetic energy. This internal damping mechanism inside 
this GFRP panel can be described as a tuned liquid column damper (TLCD), which is a 
special type of passive damping devices that utilize the liquid’s gravity force as the restoring 
force and generate damping from the head loss around orifices and sharp corners. TLCDs 
have been effectively used in suppressing the vibration of tall buildings and long bridges 
under wind or earthquake hazards (Shum et al. 2008 [12]; Min et al. 2014 [13]). Both design 
procedures and experimental studies have been conducted on TLCDs suppressing structural 
motions (Connor and Laflamme 2014 [14]; Di Matteo et al. 2014 [15]). Min et al. (2014) 
[16] proposed a novel passive TLCD with multiple cells that can be opened or sealed after 
installation and provided a methodology to compute the natural frequencies of multi-celled 
liquid damper system. More recently, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) method was 
introduced to numerically validate the liquid motion in TLCDs (Cammelli et al. 2016 [17]). 
This paper first describes a shaking table test on the proposed GFRP panels with an 
internal TLCD, demonstrating that this damping system can reduce the panel’s vibrations 
under harmonic ground excitations. Next, a simple model is presented to compute the 
TLCD’s natural frequency and predict its motion. Lastly, CFD models are created to simulate 
the liquid motion and measure the damping forces generated by the internal damper. 
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3.3  Test Setup 
The pultruded GFRP panel is a 7-celled geometry with a dimension of 121.1 cm × 
61.0 cm × 8.1 cm (height × width × depth), as shown in Figure 2.1. The thickness of the 
outer and inner shells are 0.297 cm and 0.218 cm, respectively. The panel has a uniform 
cross-section across its length, with both in-plane and out-of-plane properties obtained from 
static tests summarized in Table 2.1 (Wu and Chen 2016 [18]).  
The shaking table test is conducted in the Structural Engineering Research Laboratory 
at Iowa State University. The test setup is shown in Figure 2.2 a. A steel block is attached at 
the top of the GFRP panel to represent the seismic weight of the total dead load and 20% of 
the snow load. The panel itself is attached to the shaking table by steel bolts and to reproduce 
a fixed support at the bottom. Harmonic ground excitations generated by the shaking table 
are recorded by accelerometers and Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs) 
using MEGADAC data acquisition system at a sampling rate of 2000 Hz. The shaking table 
can generate harmonic ground motions with a frequency ranging from 10 to 60 Hz. 
Displacement and acceleration of for two harmonic ground motions of different frequencies 
are shown in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.2. Accelerometers and LVDTs are installed at the 
middle and top of the panel as well to record its acceleration and deformation at each 
location. Panel deformation caused by the seismic mass under dynamic load is used as a 
measurement of the panel vibration, and it can be obtained by calculating the difference 
between the panel’s top and bottom displacements. 
The GFRP panel is adapted to include a TLCD system. The interior of the TLCD 
system is shown in Figure 3.4 b, where 5 cm × 5 cm square orifices are cut at the bottom of 
the panel to allow water to flow freely in all the cells. To control the number of cells included 
in the TLCD, orifices are blocked/unblocked using hard foam to limit water motion in certain 
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cells, as illustrated in Figure 3.4 a. When blocked by the foam, water cannot flow through the 
blocked orifice and vice versa. Different water heights, i.e., 0 cm, 31 cm, 62 cm and 93 cm, 
are investigated as well, as illustrated in Figure 3.3 b. The combinations of the number of 
cells filled with water and the water heights create different scenarios.  
The inclusion of water changes the total mass of the vibration system. The objective 
of this test to measure the effect of the increased damping on the panel vibration. Therefore, 
for each scenario, a companion test is conducted under the water distribution but with all the 
orifices blocked to exclude the influence of mass change of the vibration system (Figure 3.4 
b). The difference of the vibration amplitude between the case where the separation exists 
and the case where the separation does not is used to quantify the damping effect of the 
TLCD.  
3.4  Natural Frequency of TLCD 
Due to the symmetry of water heights and cell openings, the natural frequencies of 
the TLCD can be estimated using a liquid column vibration absorber (LCVA) model 
proposed by Hitchcock et al. (1994) [19]. A LCVA is a variation of TLCD with unequal 
horizontal and vertical cross-section areas. Min et al. (2014) [16] suggested that adjacent 
cells can be combined by recalculating the effective length from centerlines (Figure 3.5): 
1 2
2 / 2v h
g
B A A H



 
                                                      (3-1) 
where Av, Ah are the vertical and horizontal tube cross section areas, respectively, g is the 
gravitational acceleration, B is the effective length between tube centerlines, and H is the 
water height. Based on this model the TLCD’s natural frequencies under investigation range 
from 0.457 Hz to 0.716 Hz. 
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The equation of motion for a LCVA is also available using an energy method 
(Hitchcock et al. 1994): 
2
1
(2 / ) 2
2
h
v v h v v g
v
A
A H B A A x x x A gx A Bx
A
                               (3-2) 
where x is the liquid surface displacement in the vertical tube, ρ is liquid density, η is the 
head loss coefficient caused by orifices, and gx  is the horizontal acceleration transferred to 
the LCVA. 
3.5  Test Results and Discussion 
The GFRP panel’s displacement amplitudes with different combinations of cell 
number, liquid heights and ground motions are summarized in Table 3.3. Since the ground 
motions are harmonic accelerations, the amplitude of displacement disparity between the top 
and the base is a good indication of the panel deformation during shaking table tests. The test 
results analysis focuses on the influence of water height and the number of cells filled with 
water on the panel deformation under harmonic ground motions. Note that not all 
combinations of cell numbers and liquid heights were attempted in this shake table test due to 
a shake table test breakdown. 
3.5.1  Comparisons of cases when is no separation between cells 
The added water increases the total lateral inertia forces of the water-panel system. As 
a result, the panel deformation also increases with the amount of water included in the panel 
system. The increasing amount is related to the volume of water inside the panel, which is 
determined by two factors: one is the number of cells involved and another one is the initial 
liquid height in filled cells, which is a uniform value in all cells due to the fact that all water 
is connected at the bottom area. The number of cells filled with water is always an even 
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number, i.e., 2 cells, 4 cells and 6 cells since we intend to keep the whole configuration 
symmetric due to the nature of the external excitation. The total mass of water inside the 
GFRP panel varies from 7.7 kg to 31 kg.  
It is found that the enlarged inertia is caused by both the increasement of the cell 
number and the initial liquid height. For example, Figure 3.6a shows that the GFRP panel 
deformation increases as the more cells are filled water with a uniform water height of 61cm 
under Ground Motion 1: the 2 cells, 4 cells, and 6 cells filled water lead to averaged panel 
deformation increase of 0.105 cm, 0.142 cm, and 1.96 cm, respectively. When the cell 
number is fixed, the panel deformation also increases with the water height in these cells, as 
shown in Figure 3.6b where the panel is excited by Ground Motion 2 and 4 cells are filled 
with different water heights. The inertia increase is not linear to the rise of the water height, 
and the largest increase happens where the height rises from 31 cm to 62 cm. 
3.5.2  Comparisons of cases with/without separation. 
The concrete panel is intended as a multifunctional panel, which the inside water has 
the dual functions of adjusting the room temperature and mitigating structure vibration. The 
main objective of this study is evaluation of the increased damping effect due to the panel’s 
liquid motion, it is significant for us to investigate the damping effect alone when the 
influence of the increased inertia force is excluded. By comparing the results between the 
tests where the water flows freely and their corresponding companion test where the water 
flow is blocked, the damping effect can be easily identified by the panel’s vibration reduction 
percentage between these two tests. 
From the test results, it can be observed that the GFRP panel’s vibration is reduced 
when water flows freely between cells, indicating that the TLCD provides significant 
damping, as illustrated by Table 3.3. For example, as shown in the Figure 3.7 a and Figure 
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3.7 b, with the same number of cells filled with the same water heights,  the vibration of the 
GFRP panel is subdued when there is no separation blocking water flow.   
First, the percentage of the vibration amplitude reduction increases with the water 
height. For instance, when 4 cells are filled water, the water height of 0 cm (no water), 31 
cm, 62 cm and 93 cm made the GFRP panel achieve 0%, 5.9%, 6.6% and 9.5% vibration 
amplitude reduction under ground motion 1, respectively. This is even more notable for 6 
cells case under ground motion 1, when the 61 cm water height leads to a 26% reduction due 
to liquid damping, the largest reduction percentage observed in tests.  Data of the case with a 
93 cm water height in 6 cells was missing due to malfunction of the shake table, but the first 
three water heights show a similar trend as the 4 cells case.  
The increased cell number also helps the GFRP panel to achieve a greater vibration 
reduction.  Figure 3.7 b shows the comparisons of the GFRP panel’s deformation when 2 
cells are filled with 62 cm water height under ground motion 1. When the water can flow 
freely, the damping effect reduced 6.7 % of the total vibration. Under the same ground 
motion and water height, the 4 cells case achieved 12.8% reduction due to the water flow and 
the 6cells case achieved an even larger reduction percentage of 26.3%.  
Generally, the comparisons under Ground Motion 1 has larger difference percentage 
than that under Ground Motion 2, mostly likely because the liquid velocity has a limit in a 
confined space and its increase is not proportional to the ground motion acceleration 
increase. It is noted that the frequency of the generated ground motion is higher than that of 
the TLCD configurations, which is due to the limitations of shaking table. More liquid in the 
GFRP panel will make the TLCD’s natural frequency closer to the excitation, attributed to 
the effectiveness of the TLCD as well. 
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3.6  CFD Simulation  
It is difficult to record the actual water flow during the shake table tests because that 
GFRP is non-transparent material and videos are not available to record the inside water 
motion. Instead, to illustrate the water flow inside the GFRP panel and the damping 
performance of the internal TLCD, a CFD approach is used to illustrate the liquid motion 
under the test ground motions using in the ANSYS 17.2 Fluent software.  
The CFD model is solved using a standard k-ε solver, which is widely used to 
simulate turbulent flow (Versteeg and Malalasekera 2007 [20]). The GFRP panel is set as the 
boundary of the liquid domain, and accelerations are applied to the boundaries to excite the 
liquid. Only the liquid domain is analyzed, and no liquid-solid interaction is considered. The 
meshing of the liquid domain is shown in Figure 3.8. The maximum mesh size is limited as 
less than 0.5 cm, with much finer mesh around the orifices in the bottom area. Standard 
atmospheric pressure is exerted at the air-liquid interface, i.e., the location of liquid height in 
each cell, enabling the initial liquid surfaces in all the cells are even. Standard gravitational 
acceleration is included in the whole model. 
Figure 3.9 shows the water motion under harmonic Ground Motion 1 when half the 
panel is filled with water. For the 2 cells case, the water surface fluctuates over a range of 8 
cm.  The 4 cells case shows a smaller water surface oscillation amplitude of 3 cm. For the 6 
cells case, the liquid oscillation further decreases to an amplitude of 2.5 cm. And it is 
observed that there is not only water flow between different cells, but also water sloshing 
phenomenon within each individual cell as well. This trend is that more cells of the panel is 
filled with water, the slower is the liquid motion in vertical cells. It can be explained by that 
all the water flow has to pass through the orifices at the bottom tube, where the water 
velocity remains almost constant under the same ground motion. As a result, the water flow 
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in each cell has lower kinematic energy as they are all split from the same liquid flow in the 
bottom tube.   
The CFD method can also be used to evaluate the damping forces of the internal 
TLCDs by computing the total lateral dynamic pressure acting on the GFRP panel. The time 
series of damping force, plotted in Figure 3.10, can be obtained by subtracting the inertia 
force to the lateral reacting force of the GFRP panel. The magnitudes of the damping forces 
for the 2 cells, 4 cells and 6 cells are 27 N, 33 N, and 56 N, respectively, corresponding to the 
amplitude reduction percentage trend from the shaking table test. Simulation results show 
that the largest damping forces produced are comparable to the GFRP panel’s self-weight, 
and this may help reduce GFRP structure’s vibration during seismic events.  
3.7  Conclusions 
In this paper, a multi-celled GFRP panel was modified by integrating a TLCD system 
to address GFRP structures’ shortcoming of low energy dissipation capability. The cells of 
the panel are opened in the bottom area to allow liquid exchange between cells. Shaking table 
tests are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the internal TLCD system.  
Test results show that the vibration amplitude of the GFRP panel wall can be reduced 
by leveraging the flow of water. This reduction percentage generally increases with the 
increase of the water height and the number of cells filled with water. CFD models show that 
the damping forces generated from TLCDs have the same trend as those from the 
experimental tests. Simulation results also show that the internal water flow can generate 
damping forces as large as that the GFRP panel’s self-weight. The damping mechanism can 
be a promising technique to promote wider applications of pultruded GFRP structures in 
seismic regions.  
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Table 3.1  Material property of pultruded GFRP 
Directions Elastic modulus Poisson’s ratio Strength Moment of Inertia 
Out-of-plane  5.52 GPa 0.27 162 MPa 6.62 x 106 mm4 
In-plane 6.10 GPa 0.27 130 MPa 1.76 x 108 mm4 
 
Table 3.2  Vibration amplitude of GFRP panel (mm) 
 Water height 0 cm 31 cm 62 cm 93 cm 
Ground motion 1, 
2 cells filled 
without water flow 0.576 0.706 0.770 0.921 
with water flow 0.576 0.680 0.724 0.865 
Reduction percentage (%)  0.00 -3.75 -6.34 -6.47 
Ground motion 1, 
4 cells filled 
without water flow 0.576 0.726 0.902 0.109 
with water flow 0.576 0.712 0.889 0.104 
Reduction percentage (%)  0.00 -5.88 -6.56 -9.46 
Ground motion 2, 
4 cells filled 
without water flow 1.168 1.372 1.575 2.157 
with water flow 1.168 1.295 1.373 1.880 
Reduction percentage (%)  0.00 -5.61 -12.84 -12.86 
Ground motion 1, 
6 cells filled 
without water flow 0.584 0.711 0.838 0.965 
with water flow 0.584 0.635 0.660 - 
Reduction percentage (%)  0.00 -12.00 -26.92 - 
Ground motion 2, 
6 cells filled 
without water flow 1.168 1.321 1.956 2.261 
with water flow 1.168 - - 2.056 
Reduction percentage (%)  0.00 - - 0.787 
Note: Some data are missing due to a shake table breakdown. 
Table 3.3  Harmonic ground motions of shaking table tests 
Ground Motion Frequency Max displacement Max acceleration 
1 10.1Hz 1.85 cm 1.4g 
2 12.6Hz 1.93 cm 2.5g 
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Figure 3.1 Geometry of the pultruded GFRP panel 
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Figure 3.2 Harmonic ground motions:(a) Ground motion 1; (b) Ground motion 2. 
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                                       (a)                                          (b)  
Figure 3.3 Combinations of water distribution inside the GFRP panel: (a)Different 
number of cells opened; (b) Different water heights. 
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Figure 3.4 Shaking table test setup:(a) GFRP panel mounted on the shaking table; (b) 
Interior of the multi-celled GFRP panel. 
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Figure 3.5 Multi-cells LCVA model in the computation of natural frequencies 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.6 Comparison of vibration amplitude without separation (a) with different 
number of cells( Ground Motion 2, water height of 61 cm): (b) with different height of 
water (Ground motion 1, water in 4 cells). 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.7 Comparison of cases without/with separation. (a) Ground motion 1, 4 cells, 61 
cm water height; (b) Ground motion 2, 4 cells, 61 cm water height. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.8 Mesh of the liquid domain in ANSYS FLUENT.  
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.9 CFD simulations of water motion (red represents water) (a) 2 cells, 62 cm 
water height; (b) 4 cells, 62 cm water height; (c) 6 cells, 62 cm water height. 
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Figure 3.10 Time series of damping force  
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CHAPTER 4.    A NONLINEAR DYNAMIC MODEL FOR TUNED LIQUID 
MULTIPLE COLUMNS DAMPER 
A paper submitted to Journal of Sound and Vibration 
 
Hao Wu, Liang Cao, Simon Laflamme, and An Chen 
 
4.1  Abstract 
The tuned liquid column damper (TLCD), a passive damping device consisting of a 
large U-tube with oscillating liquid, has been shown to be effective at mitigating structural 
responses under natural hazards. Aside from their bandwidth-limited mitigation 
performances, a key limitation in TLCDs is in their large geometries that consume 
importance space often at prime locations. A solution is to implement multi-columned 
versions, termed tuned liquid multiple columns dampers (TLMCDs), which have the 
potential to be tuned to multiple frequencies and occupy less space through the leverage of 
multiple columns to allow fluid movement. However, mathematical models characterizing 
their dynamic behaviors must be developed enabling proper tuning and sizing in the design 
process. In this paper, a new analytical model characterizing a TLMCD as a multiple degree 
of freedom coupled nonlinear system is presented. The natural frequencies and vibration 
modes of a TLMCD are identified in close-formed formulations.  Results are validated using 
computational fluid dynamic simulations and show that the analytical model can predict the 
damper’s liquid surface movements as well as its capability to reduce structural vibration 
when the structure is subjected to motion. A parametric study is conducted to investigate the 
effect of head loss coefficients, column spacing, cross-section area ratios and column 
numbers on mitigating structural response. It is found that, while TLMCDs are less effective 
than traditional TLCDs under an equal liquid mass, they can provide enhanced performance 
under geometric restrictions. 
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Keywords: Tuned liquid column damper, structure control, damping system, modal analysis, 
computational fluid dynamics 
4.2  Introduction 
Advances in construction methods and materials have led to more flexible structures, 
thereby raising the demand on reducing vibrations caused by natural hazards. Such vibrations 
can be mitigated through the incorporation of supplemental damping devices, including 
passive (Nespoli et al. [1], De et al. [2]), semi-active (Oliveira et al. [3], Cao et al. [4]) and 
active (Ubertini [5], Wang et al. [6]) systems,. Of interest in this paper are passive systems, 
which have been widely accepted by the field due to their mechanical robustness and 
mitigation performance without necessitating power (Symans et al. [7]). Amongst passive 
systems are tuned mass damper (TMD), which dissipate energy by leveraging inertia. TMDs 
are typically effective at +/- 15% of their tuned frequency, making them ideal at mitigating 
wind-induced vibrations (Connor and Laflamme [8]).  A variation of TMDs is the tuned 
liquid column damper (TLCD), which consists of a large U-shaped tube with oscillating 
liquid. TLCDs leverage gravity in the vertical tubes as the restoring forces and generate 
damping from the liquid head loss induced by an internal orifice located in the horizontal 
section of the U-shaped tube. TLCDs have low installation and maintenance costs, high 
mechanical robustness, and can be used as storage of water (Spencer and Nagarajaiah [9]). 
In TLCD modeling, liquid surface displacements are frequently used to represent 
liquid motion in vertical columns, because the column cross-section sizes are relatively small 
compared to their lengths. In civil engineering applications, liquid compression is often 
negligible and ignored, whereby a TLCD with two free liquid surfaces can be modeld as a 
single degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system. Sakai et al. [10] analytically modeled the liquid 
motion of a TLCD using a weakly nonlinear equation with nonlinear damping provided by 
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the internal orifice in the horizontal column. Others have studied numerical solutions for 
TLCD-structure interactions [11-12]. Transfer functions have also been applied to predict the 
frequency response of an undamped SDOF structure equipped with a TLCD under harmonic 
or white noise excitations, assuming that the nonlinear damping term in the TLCD equation 
can be replaced with an equivalent linear one (Yalla and Kareem [13], Hochrainer [14] and 
Shum [15]).  
Analogous to TMDs, TLCDs are only effective around a fixed frequency range. 
Variations of TLCDs have been proposed in the last few decades to address such limitation. 
One example is the bidirectional TLCD, first proposed by Hitchcock [16] and further 
developed by Razos et al. [17]. Bidirectional TLCDs consist of four vertical columns and 
function as two TLCDs installed orthogonally, useful at mitigating vibrations from 
orthogonal directions. Min et al. [18] proposed a multi-cell re-tuning passive TLCD, in 
which the two vertical columns are subdivided into a number of smaller cells that can be 
sealed or opened to adjust the damper’s natural frequency after installation. Recently, the 
authors [19] introduced the concept of tuned liquid wall damper (TLWD), which is a small 
multi-capillary TLCD encased in concrete walls. The TLWD is designed to use the liquid for 
both thermal storage and structural damping. The TLWD is also a multi-cell TLCD. This 
type of TLCD system is here termed tuned liquid multiple columns dampers (TLMCDs). The 
critical advantage of TLMCDs is in their capability to be tuned at multiple frequencies, and 
availability of multiple columns enabling water flow allowing for smaller geometries. To 
holistically integrate these systems in a structural design, one must develop mathematical 
models to characterize their dynamic behaviors.  
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The extension of TLCD models to TLMCD is challenging due to the inherent 
nonlinear mass matrix in the TLMCD’s equations of motion. Razos et al. [17] modeled 
bidirectional TLCDs through the assumption that both DOFs in the orthogonal directions 
were uncoupled. Min et al. [18] and Wu et al. [19] modeled TLMCDs by transforming the 
TLMCD into an equivalent TLCD of the same natural frequency. However, this 
approximation method introduces unnecessary constraints on the liquid motion by presuming 
a relationship between liquid surface displacements in different columns. All the above 
proposed dynamic models are derived from TLCD models, and do not accurately 
characterize the liquid motion coupling between multiple vertical columns in a TLMCD, 
where the liquid surface displacement in each column should be treated as an individual 
DOF. A TLMCD model is also fundamentally different from multiple tuned mass dampers 
(MTMDs) (Ubertini et al. [20]) or multiple tuned liquid column dampers (MTLCDs) (Gao et 
al. [21]) models, in which each individual damper is tuned to a different natural frequency to 
enhance robustness against frequency mistuning with the motion of each individual masses 
being uncoupled. A TLMCD is an MDOF damper and has multiple coupled natural 
frequencies and mode shapes. To the best knowledge of the authors, the closest work is that 
of Hirata and Craik [22], who developed a dynamic model describing the free liquid 
oscillation in a three-armed vertical columns. However, this model only describes the 
coupled liquid motion in an undamped and unforced system and cannot characterize 
nonlinear damping and inertia forces found in a TLMCD.  
In this paper, the authors propose a new analytical model to characterize a damped 
and forced TLMCD system that can extend to unlimited DOFs. Unlike previous TLCD 
dynamic models, where the liquid damping force is only governed by a single head loss 
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coefficient, the proposed method captures essential features of the liquid damping forces by 
dividing them into two parts. The first one is induced by the friction phenomenon in the 
liquid motion. The second one is due to the head loss of fluid flowing through the orifices.  
In the next section, the proposed dynamic model for a TLMCD is introduced. After, 
the time series of a 4-column and an 8-column TLMCD’s liquid surface displacements 
calculated from the dynamic model are validated against computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) simulation results. Subsequently a linearization method for TLMCDs is formulated 
and the modal shapes at resonance described. Before concluding, a parametric study of head 
loss coefficients, column spacing, cross-section area ratio and column number on the 
structural response reduction is conducted numerically. The effectiveness of TLMCDs and 
TLCDs are compared both under equal liquid mass and geometries. 
4.3  Analytical Model 
The TLMCD consists of a horizontal column joining multiple vertical columns. 
Figure 4.1 schematizes an N-column TLMCD, where ẍg is the acceleration transmitted from 
the floor, xi is the liquid surface displacement in the i
th column, h is the initial vertical liquid 
surface height equal in every columns, li is the horizontal centre-to-centre distance between 
the ith and i+1th columns, ψi is the ith orifice blocking ratio, and Qoi, Qfi, Qei are the orifice 
damping force, the friction force between the liquid and column’s inner surface, and the 
liquid inertia force acting on the ith DOF, respecitvely. The Qoi, Qfi, and Qei are the 
nonconservative forces in the TLMCD system, which will be discussed later. The analytical 
model is built upon the following assumptions: 1) all vertical columns are identical; 2) liquid 
compression and liquid-air interface diffusion are negligible, resulting in a constant total 
liquid volume during vibrations; and 3) the cross-section sizes of columns are considerably 
smaller than the total length, resulting in a uniform motion of the liquid surface over the 
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cross section in each column. Under these assumptions, the N-column TLMCD can be 
treated as N-1 DOFs by allowing the displacement of the last column be dependent on the 
other motions. 
The equations of motion for the TLMCD are derived using the Lagrange equations. 
Similar methods have also been adopted by Hitchcock [23], Sarkar et al. [24], and Rozas et 
al. [17] for some variants of TLCDs. Starting with 
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where ẋi denotes the liquid velocity in the ith column, t is time, Qi is the nonconservative 
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where ρl is the liquid density, A is the column’s cross-section area, g is gravitational 
acceleration, and υ is the cross-section area ratio of the vertical tubes to the horizontal tube. 
Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) gives: 
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The non-conservative force Qi includes three parts: 1) the damping force Qoi induced 
by the orifices in the horizontal column; 2) the friction force Qfi between the liquid and 
column’s inner surface; and 3) the liquid inertia force Qei due to ẍg. 
The damping force Qoi is typically assumed to be proportional to the square of the 
liquid velocity (Gao et al. [11]). The relationship between the head loss coefficient η and 
orifice blocking ratio ψ has been experimentally studied by Idelchik and Fried [25], Min et 
al. [26], and Wu et al. [27]. Idelchik and Fried’s formula is selected because it models the 
effect of the orifices and excludes the friction head loss that is modeled separately in our 
study  
    
2 20.3750.707 1   

    (4-4) 
It should also be noted that the above empirical equation may not be accurate enough 
since the head loss coefficient is also influenced by external excitation’s amplitude and type 
(white noise, harmonic, seismic signal, etc.), and orifice shapes (Min et al. [26], Colwell and 
Basu [28]). It is recommended to obtain the relationship experimentally case by case. For a 
small unit of time, work done by the orifice damping force can be written 
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where ηk is the head loss coefficient for orifice k. The orifice damping force Qoi acting 
on each DOF is given by:  
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For laminar flows, the friction resistance is related to the Reynolds number of the 
flow and is largely insensitive to surface roughness. However, when the flow is turbulent, the 
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friction force becomes dependent on the roughness of the tube’s inner surface. If the liquid in 
the TLMCD is designed to be contained by coarse pipes, the friction force can be 
considerably larger than the orifice damping force. For mathematical trackability, we assume 
that the friction force is proportional to the square of liquid velocity ẋ2. An expression for the 
work done by the friction force over a small unit of time can be obtained:  
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where µ is the head loss coefficient due to friction. The friction damping force Qfi 
acting on each DOF is given by:  
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Other than the orifice blocking and friction force, any other drastic variations in the 
liquid velocity may result in additional head loss in the damping system. For example, some 
recent work (Di Matteo et al. [29]) experimentally found that the transition zone between the 
vertical columns and the horizontal column is another source of liquid head loss. However, 
direct formulas for computing this type of head loss are yet to be developed. This effect is not 
considered in the proposed TLMCD analytical model.  
The last non-conservative force is the liquid inertia force Qei caused by the external 
acceleration. The work done by the excitation force on the vertical columns is zero, because 
the sum of vertical liquid masses is constant and the direction of inertia forces is 
perpendicular to the liquid velocity. The work done by the inertia force Qei is solely from the 
motion of the liquid in the horizontal column: 
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The inertia force Qei acting on each DOF is: 
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And the total non-conservative force Qi acting on the i
th degree of freedom is: 
 i oi fi eiQ Q Q Q    (4-11) 
Combining Eqs. (4-6), (4-8), (4-10) and (4-11), one obtains the equations of motion 
for a TLMCD: 
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which can be written in matrix form: 
  Mx Kx F 0  (4-13) 
where M is a nonlinear mass matrix, K is a linear stiffness matrix, and F is a nonlinear 
matrix containing all the other nonlinear terms. The mass matrix 1 1N N  M  is given by: 
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where I is the identity matrix of appropriate size. From Eq. (12), it is noted that the cross-
section area and liquid density are not directly related to the liquid motion, but they may have 
an indirect influence on the head loss coefficients, and the derivarion of a formulation for 
determining optimal tuning ratios and head loss coefficients for the TLMCD is complex, 
because the mass matrix is nonlinear and contains higher order terms. 
4.4  Model Validation  
In this section, the analytical model is validated against computational fluid dynamic 
(CFD) simulations on a 4-column and an 8-column TLMCD after a brief verification of the 
CFD methodology itself by comparing results on a TLCD against reported experimental data 
in literature. 
4.4.1  CFD methodology verification 
Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) models are created in ANSYS FLUENT 17.2 
software and simulated using a standard k-ε solver, which is widely used to simulate 
turbulent flow (Versteeg and Malalasekera [30]). The top of the vertical columns is open to 
allow the liquid to flow freely. No liquid and air diffusion is included. To account for the 
unevenness of the liquid surface in the vertical columns, the liquid surface displacement is 
defined as the distance between the horizontal centerline of the liquid surface and its original 
steady state position.  
The CFD methodology is first verified against experimental data published in Wu et 
al. [22].  In their study, a TLCD was directly attached to a shaking table and subjected to a 
harmonic ground acceleration ẍg = 4sin(0.492t)
2cm/s . The cross-section area of the TLCD 
tube was reported to be 15 x 15 cm2, and the horizontal and vertical lengths were 85 cm and 
63.5 cm, respectively. The orifice blocking ratio varied from 20% to 80% to obtain a 
relationship with the TLCD’s head loss coefficient. The experimented system was modeled 
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by generating meshes with a maximum element length of 1 cm to capture features associated 
with liquid motion in transition areas such as elbows and tee sections. Since the TLCD 
material is unknown, the roughness height of the pipe was set to 0.002 mm. Results from the 
CFD simulation are compared against these experimental results in Table 4.1. Results show 
slightly lower maximum liquid surface amplitudes, but no more than 10%, showing an 
overall good agreement between both the experimental and CFD simulation results.  
4.4.2  Validation of analytical model 
The proposed analytical model in Section 4.2 is validated on 4-column and 8-column 
TLMCDs using the same CFD methodology as described in Section 4.4.1. The geometry 
parameters and damping coefficients of both systems are listed in Table 4.2. All the orifices 
have an identical blocking ratio of 20%, and the orifice head loss coefficient η is determined 
using Eq. (4). Liquid surface displacements are first calculated using the analytical model 
and then compared to the CFD results.  
Two simulation cases are considered: free oscillation and forced vibration. Starting 
with the 4-column TLMCD under free oscillation, the initial condition on the liquid surface 
displacements in the four vertical columns are set at three quarters of the initial liquid surface 
height: x1(0) = x2(0) = 0.385 m, and x3(0) = x4(0) = -0.385 m. Figure 4.2 (a) and (b) plot time 
series data of the four columns’ liquid surface displacements from the analytical model and 
the CFD simulations. There is good agreement between the model and simulations results. 
For the forced vibration case of the 4-column TLMCD, a harmonic floor acceleration ẍg = 
0.37sin(2.46t)
2m/s  is used as the forcing, where the vibration frequency is at the first natural 
frequency of the 4-column TLMCD, and the acceleration amplitude is selected arbitrarily to 
provide a reasonable fluid motion. Figure 4.3 shows the liquid motion amplitudes under this 
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harmonic excitation: the liquid heights in the four columns decrease almost linearly from one 
end to the other. Figure 4.4 (a) and (b) are plots of the forced vibration results for the liquid 
surface displacements for all the columns, also showing a good agreement between the model 
and simulation results.  
The 8-column TLMCD is validated using the same methodology as used for the 4-
column TLCD. For the free oscillation, the initial condition on the liquid surface 
displacements are set to xi (0) = 0.9 m for i = 1, 2, 3…8.  Figure 4.5 plots the time series data 
comparing the results. The CFD simulation and analytical solutions of the liquid surface 
displacements match very well for the first 2 seconds. After that, as the system energy 
diminishes, the error slightly increases, but the analytical model can still capture the 
oscillation amplitude. In the forced vibration case, the TLMCD is subjected to a harmonic 
floor acceleration ẍg = 0.6sin (0.934t) m/s2, where the vibration frequency is close to the first 
natural frequency of the TLMCD, and the acceleration amplitude is selected arbitrarily to 
provide a reasonable fluid motion. The liquid motion is shown in Figure 4.6. Results show a 
good agreement between the model and simulation results. It can also be observed that the 
liquid motion is almost at the same phase in all columns, with a slight decrease in phase from 
the left-most to the right-most column.  
4.5  Modal Analysis 
4.5.1  Weak nonlinearity of TLMCD 
The nonlinear mass matrix of the TLMCD model makes it difficult to extract natural 
frequencies analytically. For an undamped free vibration case, it is possible to calculate the 
system’s natural frequencies using invariant points, where these frequencies are solely 
determined by the system energy regardless of initial phase conditions (Hirata and Craik 
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[20]). However, this method is not applicable to damped models and those under forced 
vibrations, because the system energy is time-varying and invariant points are not available.   
The stability of a nonlinear system’s natural frequencies can be measured by the 
fluctuation range of natural frequencies, and a small range indicates that frequencies are 
consistent under various situations. Mechanical systems with weak nonlinearity, in which the 
nonlinear terms in the differential equations of motion are much smaller than the linear ones, 
tend to have stable frequency response functions (Vakakis and Ewins [31]). Various 
numerical simulations suggest that a TLMCD is a weakly nonlinear system and has stable 
natural frequencies and mode shapes under different damping and excitation amplitudes. 
Natural frequencies of TLMCDs can be identified numerically through frequency response 
curves under a harmonic frequency sweep. For example, the vibration amplitudes of the 
displacements of the first two columns of 4-column TLMCD with an equal column spacing 
of 1 m and an initial liquid height of 1 m under harmonic vibrations are obtained using 
Equations (12). Figure 4.8 plots the frequency responses under various orifice blocking ratios 
ψ. It can be observed that increasing the orifice blocking ratios only reduces the natural 
frequencies of the TLMCD by less than 1%, as illustrated in Figure 4.10 (a). Another factor 
that may influence natural frequencies is the total energy of the system, because a TLMCD’s 
natural frequencies may be input amplitude dependent given its nonlinearity. Figure 4.9 plots 
the frequency responses under various excitation inputs. It is found that increasing the 
acceleration input only affects the frequency response amplitude but not the natural 
frequencies themselves; both the two natural frequencies stay unchanged, as illustrated in 
Figure 4.10 (b). It can be concluded that a TLMCD is weakly nonlinear and its natural 
frequencies can be estimated within a reasonable range independently of damping and system 
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energy. The next section discusses how these natural frequencies and corresponding mode 
shapes can be analytically computed. 
4.5.2  Linearization method 
The nonlinearity of the TLMCD is attributed to the coupled liquid motion in multiple 
vertical columns. For a geometrically symmetric TLMCD, it is noticed from both numerical 
and CFD simulations that opposite columns have opposite liquid surface displacements. 
Based on this observation, the equations of motion for symmetrical TLMCDs can be 
linearized, and the number of natural frequencies of an N-column symmetrical TLMCD can 
be reduced to N/2. The linearized constant mass and stiffness matrices are:  
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Notice that the mass and stiffness matrices are symmetrical as well, as a result, there 
exists N/2 real eigenvalues (natural frequencies). This linearized method is accurate for 
calculating the liquid motion when TLMCDs are subjected to harmonic or white noise 
accelerations, where the liquid motion is mostly decoupled between opposite column pairs.  
To better describe the linearization method, the first mode shape of a TLMCD is 
shown in Figure 4.11. The fundamental natural frequency and mode shape of a TLMCD can 
be expressed physically using the natural frequency formula of liquid column vibration 
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absorbers (LCVAs). A LCVA is a variant of a TLCD where the cross-section area of the 
horizontal column is less than that of vertical columns (Watkins [32]). A TLMCD’s motion 
can be simplified as a combination of several independent LCVAs with the same natural 
frequency. The effective length of a LCVA is given as (Hitchcock [23]): 
 2el l h   (4-17) 
where l and h are the horizontal and vertical lengths of a LCVA, respectively. If an N-column 
symmetrical TLMCD is separated into N/2 individual LCVAs, their common natural 
frequency can be calculated using the following equations: 
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where αj is the jth cross-section area proportion in the horizontal middle column, le is the 
effective length of all LCVAs, and ω is the fundamental natural frequency of the TLMCD. 
Solving the above equations for the fundamental frequency is straightforward if negative αj 
values are always discarded. It is verified that the result obtained from above equations is the 
same as that solved using the matrices forms.  In higher order vibration modes, αj values can 
be negative and the calculation process is more complex. 
Asymmetric TLMCDs have stronger nonlinearities, and the natural frequencies can 
only be obtained using an approximate method. If we neglect the nonlinear terms and the 
displacements in the mass matrix (Eq. (13)), the natural frequencies are stable since the mass 
and stiffness matrices become constant. In this situation, there are a total of N-1 natural 
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frequencies for an asymmetric N-column TLMCD. This method applies for small liquid 
displacements, and it should be used to approximately predict the natural frequencies, but not 
the actual liquid motion. Under this condition, the constant mass and stiffness matrices are: 
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4.5.3  Numerical examples 
The linearization method for extracting natural frequencies and mode shapes is 
illustrated using the 4-column and the 8-column TLMCD examples described in Section 
4.4.2. 
The linearized mass and stiffness matrices for the 4-column TLMCD are: 
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The resulting mode shapes are the eigenvectors are: 
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From this linearization method, the 4-column TLMCD is separated into two smaller 
LCVAs that share the same natural frequency. The cross-sectional area proportions of these 
two smaller horizontal columns, α1 and α2, respectively, can be obtained by equalizing the 
effective lengths of the two LCVAs (Eq. (4-19)). Two different sets of α1 and α2 values will 
be produced, corresponding to two natural frequencies of the 4-column TLMCD. Figure 4.12 
shows the liquid flow inside the 4-column TLMCD when the damper is excited by a 
sinusoidal acceleration at its first and second natural frequencies, respectively. It is observed 
that α2 is negative in the second mode shape, where the flow direction in the middle 
horizontal column is reversed and contrary to the fluid flow direction in the larger LCVA.  
To validate the robustness and accuracy of the natural frequency analytical method, 
column spacings in the 4-column TLMCD are altered. Frequency response curves of the first 
column liquid surface displacement obtained using the numerical methods described in 
Section 4.2.2 are shown in Figure 4.13. It is found that there are two distinctive natural 
frequencies for symmetric cases (e.g., case 2 in Table 4.3) and three for the asymmetric cases 
(e.g., case 5 in Table 4.3). The comparison between the identified analytical and numerical 
frequencies under various column spacings show a good agreement, as the differences are all 
less than 2%. 
Results for the equally spaced 8-column TLMCD (Case 7 in Table 4.3) show good 
agreement between the analytical and numerical frequencies, as illustrated in Figure 4.15. 
The first analytical mode shape, as illustrated in Figure 4.14, also correlates to that of the 
CFD simulation (see Figure 4.5). Higher order mode shapes can be described by the 
corresponding mode shape coefficients. Given the same total horizontal length, increasing 
the column number will significantly lower all the natural frequencies. If required, this can be 
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compensated, for example, by enlarging the horizontal tube’s cross-section. The next section 
presents a parametric study to further the understanding of TLMCD alterations.  
4.6  Parametric Study of Damping Performance on a SDOF Structure 
The damping performance of a TLCD or a TLMCD is usually measured by its 
capability to reduce structural responses. In this section, the transfer function H1, defined as 
the ratio of the dynamic displacement amplitude to the static structural response (Eq. (4-26)), 
is used to evaluate the TLMCD’s damping capacity. The main mitigation objective is to 
lower the maximum H1 value across all frequencies. 
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where sx  is the SDOF structure displacement, p0 is the floor harmonic excitation 
amplitude, and ks is the structural stiffness. We apply harmonic ground motions to the 
TLMCD-structure system and evaluate the parametric effects, including tuning ratios, head 
loss coefficients, and column configurations, on H1.   
In literature on TLCDs, analytical transfer functions for structural response are only 
available after the nonlinear damping force due to the head loss is linearized. Because the 
system of interest is nonlinear, H1 is numerically evaluated using the steady state of structural 
response. The equation of motion governing the SDOF system equipped with a TLMCD is 
written   
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where cs is the structural damping coefficient, ωf is the excitation frequency. Eqs. (4-12) and 
(27) are numerically solved to estimate H1.  
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In the following parametric studies, the configuration of the TLMCD, illustrated in 
Fig. 16, is as follows. The mass ratio γ is 1%, and the initial liquid heights in the vertical 
columns are set to a uniform value h = 0.853 m. The structural characteristics of the SDOF 
structure are taken as ms = 386100 kg, ωs = 1.1 rad/s, and 0.05s  . A harmonic force with 
an amplitude of 0 0.001 gsp m  and with frequencies ranging from 80% to 120% of the 
TLMCD’s first natural frequency, which can be identified using the method described in 
Section 4, is applied to the structure. The effect of column spacing li, cross-section area ratio 
υ, orifice head loss coefficient η, and column number N on the structural vibration responses 
are investigated.  
4.6.1  Tuning ratios  
The TLMCD’s tuning ratio χ is defined as the ratio of the damper’s undamped first 
natural frequency to the structure’s natural frequency. There are two parameters that can be 
used to tuned the TLMCD’s first natural frequency:  the cross-section area ratio υ and the 
column spacing li. 
To study the effect of column spacing, we set parameters υ, η and h constant and vary 
li. The relationship between li and υ and χ is estimated using the linearization method in 
Section 4.5 and plotted in Figure 4.17 (a), showing that as li increases χ decreases. The task is 
repeated for υ, with the behavior plotted in Figure 4.17 (b), exhibiting χ decreasing for υ 
increasing.  
The effect of the variables on H1 is investigated on a 4-column and an 8-column 
TLCD of parameters listed in Table 4.4. Define ρ = ωf /ωs as the frequency ratio, Figure 4.18 
plots H1
 versus ρ curves for various values of li, and Figure 4.19 plots H1 versus ρ curves for 
various values of υ. Results show that there exists an optimal tuning ratio that can be obtained 
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through tuning either or both parameters. This optimal value is characterized by two peaks of 
equal height. 
It can be noted that the 4-column TLMCD is more sensitive to variations in li and υ 
than the 8-column one, and that the 8-column TLMCD is less effective around resonance.  
4.6.2  Head loss coefficients  
Here, values for li and υ are fixed, taken at the optimal tuning ratios found in the 
previous section. Simulation parameters for the 4-column and 8-column TLMCDs are listed 
in Table 4.5. The head loss coefficient for each orifice is taken as identical and altered 
simultaneously. Their effects on H1 are plotted in Figure 4.20. Two invariant points can be 
observed in the transfer functions that are independent of the head loss coefficients. It 
follows that the optimized head loss coefficients are those that result in the invariant points 
being the highest in H1. It can also be noted that, because it has fewer orifices, the 4-column 
TLMCD requires larger head loss coefficients (η = 2) to minimize H1 than does the 8-column 
TLMCD (η = 0.5).  
4.6.3  Number of columns 
The effect of the number of columns on the TLMCDs of parameters listed in Table 
4.6 and Table 4.7 are compared against each other. The minimized H1 under various column 
numbers are plotted in Figure 4.21 (a) for an equal mass and in Figure 4.21 (b) for an equal 
column size throughout the studied configurations. The minimized H1 were obtained by 
adjusting υ to obtain two equal peaks in the transfer function, and then adjusting the head loss 
coefficients to minimize the height of the peaks.  
Results show that, when the total mass of the TLMCD is maintained constant, 
reducing the number of columns provides a better mitigation performance around resonance, 
but a slightly worse one in other frequency ranges. This is attributed to more liquid mass 
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present in the horizontal column, making the device more effective (Gao et al. [22]). For a 
constant mass, a TLMCD will not over-perform a TLCD (2-column TLMCD).  Conversely, 
when the mass ratio is allowed to vary but the size of the columns is maintained constant 
(Figure 4.21 (b)), increasing the number of columns provides better mitigation. This can be 
attributed to the larger mass ratio. In this case, a TLMCD could be designed to over-perform 
a TLCD. Overall, it can be concluded from results that, given a space constraint, a TLMCD 
could provide higher mitigation benefits compared with a TLCD. Remark that, not shown, it 
was observed that increasing the number of columns beyond 12 only had a non-significant 
effect to the overall response.  
4.6.4  Structural mitigation using higher order modes of TLMCDs 
The parameters of TLMCDs using the second vibration mode for structure mitigation 
are listed in Table 4.8. Higher order vibration modes of TLMCDs usually have smaller 
effective masses, and as a result, their damping ability is lower than the TLMCD’s first 
vibration mode. Tuning higher order natural frequencies to the natural frequency of the 
structure also requires significantly increasing the υ value, resulting in reduction of the 
percentage of liquid mass in the horizontal column and deterioration of TLMCDs’ damping 
capability. The H1 curves of 4-column and 8-column TLMCDs with different cross-section 
ratios are shown in Figure 4.22, where υ = 5.7 and υ = 4.9 correspond to the minimized 
cases, respectively. Comparing to cases using the first vibration mode (Figure 4.19), the 
structure yields a larger displacement response. Note that the distances between higher order 
frequencies are much closer to each other than the first two frequencies, and the transfer 
functions curves are possibly influenced by multiple vibration modes. 
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4.7  Conclusions 
In this paper, a nonlinear dynamic model for TLMCD is derived using Lagrange 
equations, which can characterize both nonlinear orifice and friction damping forces. Both 
the analytical model and CFD method are used to study two typical TLMCDs. Good 
correlations of liquid motion between the two results under both free oscillation and forced 
vibration prove the accuracy of the derived analyticla model. Numerical simulation shows 
that the analytical model of the TLMCD is weakly nonlinear, and the influence of damping 
and system energy on the natural frequencies of the TLMCD is limited. A simplified 
linearization method is developed to calculate the natural frequencies TLMCD, which is 
validated by the results from frequency response curves. The shape of the fundamental mode 
of TLMCD can be physically explained using the concept of the effective length from 
LCVAs. 
A parametric study using the analytical model is conducted to evaluate the influence 
of various parameters on the reduction of structural vibration responses under harmonic 
excitations. It is found that the tuning ratio affects the shape of transfer function curve and 
can be adjusted to equalize the curve’s two peaks by varying the column spacing or cross-
section area ratio. Head loss coefficients control the damping force in TLMCD, which can be 
optimized for a fixed TLMCD configuration to minimize the structural response at 
resonance. The number of columns determines the portion of horizontal liquid mass in the 
TLMCD and indirectly influences the peak values of the transfer function curve.  
It can be concluded that a two-column TLCD can be treated as a special type of 
TLMCD with the smallest number of columns. With the same mass ratio and liquid height, a 
TLMCD with more vertical columns is less effective than a TLCD, because the TLMCD has 
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smaller horizontal mass. However, when keeping the geometries constant, a TLMCD with 
more columns over-performs a TLCD, because the TLMCD has a larger mass ratio.  
This study focused on structural mitigation using the first vibration mode of 
TLMCDs. Although higher order vibration modes have less effective mass and may not be as 
effective as the first mode, it is still possible to combine a TLMCD’s multiple vibration 
modes to mitigate structural responses, which will be included in a future study.  
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Table 4.1  Comparison of liquid surface amplitudes (cm) between CFD and test results [22] 
Orifice blocking ratio ψ  0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Experimental results 15.8 13.1 9.2 4.3 
CFD simulation results 14.3 12.2 8.3 4.3 
Difference (%) 9.5 7.3 9.7 0 
 
Table 4.2  System parameters for 4-column and 8-column TLMCDs 
System 
Parameters 
Cross-
section 
Area  
Orifice head 
loss 
coefficient  
Friction head 
loss 
coefficient 
Initial liquid 
surface height 
Column 
Spacing 
4-column 15 x 15 cm2 0.54 0.2 0.5 m 0.50 m 
8-column 30 x 30 cm2 0.54 0.1 0.9 m 1.50 m 
 
Table 4.3  Comparison of numerical and analytical natural frequencies for TLMCDs with 
different column spacings 
Case 
 
Column Spacing (m)  1st Freq. (rad/s)  2nd Freq.(rad/s)  3rd Freq.(rad/s)  4th Freq. (rad/s) 
l1 l2 l3 l4  Num. Anal.  Num. Anal.  Num. Anal.  Num. Anal. 
1 1 0.5 1 -  2.37 2.33  3.76 3.77  - -  - - 
2 1 1 1 -  2.09 2.11  3.48 3.52  - -  - - 
3 1 2.5 1 -  1.67 1.65  3.27 3.30  - -  - - 
4 1 5 1 -  1.27 1.27  3.20 3.21  - -  - - 
5 0.5 0.5 1 -  2.46 2.47  3.41 3.46  3.88 3.87  - - 
6 1 2 3 -  1.53 1.55  2.57 2.62  3.19 3.20  - - 
7 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9  1.13 1.15  2.02 2.10  2.32 2.31  2.38 2.38 
 
Table 4.4  TLMCDs parameters for study of different tuning ratios 
Parameters  4-column case 8-column case 
Liquid height (m) h 0.853  0.853  
Mass ratio (%) γ 1.0 1.0 
Orifice head loss coefficient  η 1.5 0.4 
Column spacing (m) li (5.118) (2.193) 
Cross-section area ratio υ (1.017) (0.615) 
(The values in parentheses are those used when kept constant) 
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Table 4.5  TLMCDs parameters for study of different head loss coefficients 
Parameters  4-column case 8-column case 
Total length (m) l 17.059  17.059  
Liquid height (m) h 0.853  0.853  
Mass ratio (%) γ 1.0 1.0 
Column spacing (m) li 5.118  2.193  
Cross-section area ratio υ 1.017 0.615 
 
Table 4.6  TLMCDs parameters for study of different column numbers  
Parameters  Column number 
2 4 6 8 12 
Total length (m) l 17.059  17.059  17.059 17.059  17.059  
Liquid height (m) h 0.853  0.853  0.853  0.853  0.853  
Mass ratio (%) γ 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Orifice head loss 
coefficient  
η 10.2 2.3 1.0 0.5 0.22 
Vertical column size (m2) A 0.295  0.237  0.175  0.137  0.099  
Cross-section area ratio υ 1.152 1.017 0.772 0.615 0.432 
 
Table 4.7  Parameters for TLMCDs with different column number under equal vertical 
column size 
Parameters  Column number 
2 4 6 8 12 
Total length (m) l 17.059  17.059  17.059  17.059  17.059  
Liquid height (m) h 0.853  0.853  0.853  0.853  0.853  
Mass ratio (%) γ 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.6 3.7 
Orifice head loss 
coefficient  
η 10.2 3.0 1.7 1.2 0.7 
Vertical column size (m2) A 0.295  0.295  0.295  0.295 0.295  
Cross-section area ratio υ 1.152 1.019 0.786 0.631 0.452 
Table 4.8  Parameters for TLMCDs using the second vibration mode for structural 
mitigation 
Parameters  4-column case 8-column case 
Total length (m) l 17.059  17.059  
Liquid height (m) h 0.853  0.853  
Mass ratio (%) γ 1.0 1.0 
Column spacing (m) li 5.118  2.193  
Uniform head loss coefficient υ 1.017 0.615 
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 Figure 4.1 Schematic of an N-column TLMCD 
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    (a)     (b) 
Figure 4.2 Time series of column displacements under free oscillation. (a) columns x1 and x2; 
and (b) columns x3 and x4 
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Figure 4.3 CFD results of the 4-column TLMCD forced vibration, t = 7.8 s 
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       (a)          (b) 
Figure 4.4 Time series of column displacements under forced oscillation. (a) columns x1 
and x2; and (b) columns x3 and x4 
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Figure 4.5 Time series of the 4-column TLMCD free vibration 
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Figure 4.6 CFD results of the 8-column TLMCD forced vibration, t =14.6 s 
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                                                     (b)  
Figure 4.7  Liquid displacements under harmonic acceleration: (a) columns x1 to x4; and (b) 
columns x5 to x8 
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       (a)             (b) 
Figure 4.8  Frequency responses of a 4-column TLMCD under various uniform orifice blocking 
ratios (ẍg = 0.1 m/s2). (a) x1 frequency response; (b) x2 frequency response 
 
  
         (a)             (b) 
Figure 4.9  Frequency responses of a 4-column TLMCD under various acceleration 
amplitudes (ψ = 20%). (a) x1 frequency response; (b) x2 frequency response 
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         (a)             (b) 
Figure 4.10  The influence of orifice damping and floor acceleration amplitudes on the 4-
column TLMCD’s natural frequencies. (a) orifice blocking ratio; (b) acceleration 
amplitude 
 
 
 
Figure 4.11  Fundamental vibration mode for a symmetric TLMCD 
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                                (a)  (b)  
Figure 4.12  The 4-column TLMCD's mode shapes: (a) the first mode shape; and (b) the second mode 
shape 
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   (a)     (b) 
Figure 4.13  Frequency response curves of x1 for 4-column TLMCDs. (a) a symmetric case (case 2 in 
Table 4.3); and (b) an asymmetric case (case 5 in Table 4.3) 
 
Figure 4.14  The fundamental mode shape of the 8-column TLMCD 
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Figure 4.15  The x1 frequency response for the 8-column TLMCD (ẍg = 0.1 m/s2, ψ = 20%) 
          
 
Figure 4.16  SDOF system equipped with a TLMCD 
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        (a)           (b) 
Figure 4.17  Effect of (a) column spacing li; and (b) cross-section area ratio υ on the 
tuning ratio 
 
  
          (a)     (b) 
Figure 4.18  Effect of column spacing li for: (a) 4-column TLMCD; (b) 8-column TLMCD 
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         (a)           (b) 
Figure 4.19  Effect of cross-section area ratio υ for: (a) 4-column TLMCD; (b) 8-column 
TLMCD 
 
  
      (a)         (b) 
Figure 4.20  Effect of orifice head loss coefficients η for: (a) 4-column TLMCD; (b) 8-column 
TLMCD 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.21  Comparison of the minimized transfer function curves under different column 
number N: (a) for equal mass; (b) for equal column size 
  
         (a)           (b) 
Figure 4.22 Transfer function curves using the second vibration mode for structural 
mitigation: (a) 4-column TLMCD; (b) 8-column TLMCD.
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CHAPTER 5.    DYNAMIC TESTING OF A MULTIFUNCTIONAL PANEL WITH 
INTERNAL LIQUID DAMPING 
A paper prepared to be submitted to Journal of Structural Engineering 
 
Hao Wu, Simon Laflamme, An Chen 
5.1  Abstract 
In this study, we present a series of dynamic tests for a liquid-filled multifunctional 
reinforced concrete panel. The filled-in liquid can function as thermal exchanger that controls 
housing temperature as well as a damping device that dissipate vibration energy from wind or 
seismic hazard. The concrete panel has an internal structure of multiple vertical capillaries 
connected by a horizontal capillary at the lower part. The physical model of the liquid 
damping system is termed as tuned liquid multiple columns damper (TLMCD), which 
consists of multiple vertical tubes filled with oscillating liquid and generate liquid damping 
from liquid flow through orifices. In the dynamic tests, the reinforced concrete panel is 
connected to a fixed steel base by steel springs and has a one-directional motion guided by 
rails, making it a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) vibration system. The natural frequencies 
of the internal TLMCD are determined by the initial liquid height, and the optimal damping 
effect is achieved when the first natural frequency of the TLMCD is tuned to that of the 
SDOF structure at a frequency ratio of 98%. Free vibration tests with and without the internal 
TLMCD are performed to assess the increased damping due to the oscillating liquid. Test 
results indicate that the included liquid with 1.7% of the structure’s total mass can cause the 
structure’s equivalent damping ratio to increase by 9%.  
Keywords: Tuned liquid column damper, dynamic loading, free vibration, shake table test 
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5.2  Introduction 
Buildings nowadays are expected to not only be safe, but also environment-friendly, 
comfortable and even intelligent. Multifunctional structural components can meet the 
increasingly demanding requirements of modern structures (Hao et al. 2018; Sairajan et al. 
2016). In this paper, we propose a reinforced concrete multifunctional panel that can resist 
lateral structural load as normal concrete panels, adjust room temperature, and protect the 
building from wind or seismic hazard. The concrete panel has an internal multi-capillary 
structure that can be filled with liquid. The multiple capillaries are connected at the bottom 
area of the panel to enable liquid flow freely though each capillary. Liquid exchange with 
outside sources can control room temperature, and liquid oscillation inside the panel can 
absorb vibration energy during severe wind or earthquake events. In this study, we focus on 
experimental testing on the vibration suppression capability of this concrete panel. 
Previous studies often treat damping devices as individual structural components. 
Various types of dampers have been installed on the floors or roofs of buildings to provide 
additional damping. However, some hollow structural members can include liquid inside 
their internal space to enhance their damping performance. For instance, Ye et al. (2008) 
proposed a novel cast-in-situ hollow floor slabs that utilizes the high hollow volume in 
modern hollow floor slabs to fill water, making it an internal tuned liquid damper (TLD). The 
water sloshing effect can raise the damping ratio of the floor slabs by approximately 2%. 
Matia and Gat (2015) analyzed the solid-fluid interaction force in an elastic beam embedded 
with a fluid-filled parallel-channel network. Their findings indicate that the pressure and 
friction acting on the liquid will greatly reduce the elastic beam’s deformation caused by 
external dynamic forces. The above studies show that the interaction between structural 
components and liquid can contribute a significant amount of damping in structure control.  
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Tuned liquid multiple columns dampers (TLMCD) (Wu et al. 2019, Coudurier et al. 
2018) are extensions of a classical tuned liquid column dampers (TLCD), which is a liquid-
filled U-shapes tube and a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system (Sakai et al. 1989, Di 
Matteo et al. 2015). Compared to conventional TLCDs, TLMCDs has multiple capillaries 
(columns) and is more suited to place in structural panels since they can efficiently occupy 
the narrow vertical space by including more columns than TLCDs. Also, a TLMCD is 
multiple-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) structures and has multiple natural frequencies, which 
could help suppress more than one vibration modes of the main structure.  
There are many existing dynamic tests method to identify a structure’s inherent 
damping. For example, free vibration method is a commonly used technique to identify the 
damping of structures by measuring the amplitude decay ratio (Botelho et al. 2005). The 
analytical solutions are also easy to obtain once the type of the structure’s damping is 
specified (Chopra et al. 2016). Besides free vibration tests, shake table tests with various 
excitations such as frequency sweep, white noise type, seismic ground motions, etc., are also 
good techniques to evaluate a structure’ damping performance (Symans et al. 1997; White 
and Pinnington 1982). 
The paper mainly focusses on experimental study of the proposed reinforced concrete 
multifunctional panel.  The included multiple-capillary liquid damping system, which can be 
described as a TLMCD, enhances the primary system’s damping. As a result, we conduct 
free vibration tests to access the increased damping effect due to the internal liquid motion. 
The equivalent damping ratio of the concrete panel can be indirectly obtained from its 
displacement curve. The remaining paper is organized as the following: Section 5.3 describes 
the shake table test setup including the reinforced concrete panel configuration and how to 
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measure the natural frequencies of the internal TLMCD. Section 5.4 analyzes several free 
vibrations tests of the internal TLMCD and the concrete panel with and without liquid 
damping. Section 5.4 discusses the calculation of the expected damping forces using a 
nonlinear analytical model and numerical simulation of the test results. The final section 
concludes the paper. 
5.3  Test Setup 
The dynamic tests are conducted in the Structural Lab of Iowa State University. The 
geometry dimension of the RC multifunctional panel is 152 cm x 61 cm x 10 cm and has an 
internal hollow multi-capillary plastic tubes imbedded, as shown in Figure 5.1. Two layers of 
No.2 rebars are embedded in the concrete panel to provide bending and axial stiffness, as 
shown in Fig. The vertical and the horizontal reinforcement ratios of the RC panel are 0.41% 
and 0.25%, respectively, which is larger than the minimum reinforcement ratio required in 
ACI-318 code (2014).  
 Liquid is filled inside the RC panel during the test procedure to provide internal 
liquid damping. Specially manufactured plastic hollow tubes are embedded in the RC panel 
before casting concrete to create the required geometry space for the filled-in liquid. The 
plastic tubes consist of six vertical circular tubes with an inner diameter of 5.08 cm, and one 
horizontal square tube with a 10.16 cm × 5.08 cm (height × width) inner dimension. The 
filled-in water can flow from any vertical tube to another one through the horizontal tube. 
Orifices of 15% blocking ratio are installed in the middle of each spacing between the 
vertical columns. Water flow through the orifices will result in a viscous damping force that 
is proportional to the square of its liquid velocity, which is the main source of damping in the 
RC panel.  
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The RC panel is placed on the top of a cart with rigid steel casters, which are guided 
by the rails on a base plate, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. The RC panel and the large steel 
channel that it sits in are connected by four identical steel springs with a stiffness of 2.259 
kN/m. The panel, cart and spring constitute a SDOF system with the following structural 
parameters: ms = 302.55 kg, and ks = 9.036 kN/m. To measure the structure’s displacements 
and accelerations, two LVDTs and two accelerometers are installed at the two flanges of the 
T-sectioned panel. The sampling rate of sensors is 2000 Hz. During the test, the difference 
between the two LVDTs are found to be less than 1%, which indicates that there is no lateral 
motion or rotation for the RC panel and that the displacement in the panel-spring system is 
one-dimensional. 
5.4  Free Vibration Tests 
Three free vibration tests are conducted to investigate the internal damping system in 
the concrete panel. 
5.4.1  Free vibration of liquid in the multi-capillary tube 
The first one is the free vibration test of the internal plastic tube filled with water, as 
is shown in Figure 5.2 c. This test is conducted before the plastic tube is embedded in the 
concrete panel. The liquid surface displacement of the 1st column is illustrated in Figure 5.4 
and correlates very well to an analytical solution, which will be introduced later in Section 
5.5. Free vibration analysis shows that when the liquid height varies from 15.2 cm to 25.4 
cm, the range of the natural frequency of the internal liquid damper is 0.83-0.89 Hz. 
Typically, the filled-in liquid is water due to its low cost, and the internal liquid weight 
corresponding to a liquid height of 20 cm is 5.36 kg, which is approximately 1.7 % of the 
total mass of the concrete panel. 
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5.4.2  Free vibration of the main structure 
The main structure consists of a wheeled cart connected to a fixed base by steel 
springs and can move in a horizontal direction guided by rails in the fixed base. The cart-
spring-rail system is to simulate a SDOF system, where the horizontal displacement of the 
cart is the single DOF. The main damping source of the structural system is the rotational 
friction force between the cart’s wheels and its rails, which can be modeled as a constant 
coulomb friction force with the direction contrary to that of the SDOF structure’s velocity. 
The dynamic equations of motion for the SDOF structure is expressed as: 
  g sign 0s s sm x k x m x    (5-1) 
where x denotes the structural displacement, µ is the constant rotational friction coefficient, g 
is the gravitational acceleration and  sign x  is the sign of the structural velocity. The 
coulomb frictional coefficient extracted from a static test is 0.018. If the coulomb friction 
damping is converted into a linearly proportional damping based on the amplitude of the first 
two cycles of the free vibration test, the equivalent damping ratio is ξs = 1.51 %.  The 
analytical solution of Eq. (5-1) and the actual free vibration displacement are illustrated in 
Figure 5.5. From the results, the coulomb friction damping model is quite accurate to 
describe the main structure’s motion. The damped structure natural frequency is 0.87 Hz. 
5.4.3  Free vibration of the main structure with liquid damping 
The third free vibration test is to evaluate the enhanced damping effect provided by 
the internal liquid system. The test is conducted after the multi-capillary plastic tube is 
embedded in the concrete panel. The enhanced liquid damping of the internal TLMCD is 
indirectly measured by comparing the displacement decaying rate of free vibration tests 
between the cases when the concrete panel is filled with water and when it is not. Various 
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liquid heights are applied, with the maximum damping happens when the water height is 20.3 
cm. At this height, the natural frequency of the internal damper is approximately 98% of that 
the primary SDOF structure. The displacement curves of the SDOF structure with/without 
the 20.3 cm internal liquid is shown in Figure 5.6. From the comparison, we find that the 
displacement of the first cycle decease by 5.7% compared to the free vibration test without 
the filled liquid. The RC panel’s equivalent damping ratio increases from 1.51% to 1.64% 
due to included oscillating liquid.  
5.5  Mitigation of Structure Motion with TLMCD 
The schematic drawing of the internal TLMCD is illustrated in Figure 5.7, where ẍg is 
the acceleration transmitted from the primary structure, xi is the liquid surface displacement 
in the ith column, h is the uniform initial vertical liquid surface height in each column, li is the 
horizontal centre-to-centre distance between the ith and i+1th columns, ψi is blocking ratio of 
the ith orifice, A is the vertical column’s cross-section area, and υ is the vertical/horizontal 
cross-section area ratio. The TLMCD is modeled as an NDOF system for DOFs xi. 
The dynamic model of the above system under free vibration can be derived using 
Lagrange equations and the final equations of motion are expressed as the following (Wu et 
al. 2019): 
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where ρ is the liquid density, g is gravitational acceleration, and μ is the frictional head loss 
coefficient caused by the friction between the inner surface of the internal tube and liquid. 
The relationship between the blocking ratio and the head loss coefficient is given by 
(Idelchik and Fried 1986): 
    
2 20.3750.707 1   

    (5-4) 
In the test, the orifices in the concrete panel have an identical blocking ratio of 15%, 
which corresponds to a head loss coefficient of 0.342 by Eq. (5-4). The inner surface of the 
plastic tube is smooth, and the friction head loss coefficient is set as a small number of 0.02.  
To solve the equations, an initial structure displacement/velocity and the external 
excitation force is needed. Runge-Kutta method with a recommended time step of 10-3 of the 
liquid free vibration period can be used to compute the numerical solutions.  
Using the above equations, the free vibration motion of the SDOF concrete panel 
system equipped with an internal TLMCD can be solved numerically. The comparison of the 
numerical solutions and experimental results of the concrete panel’s displacements is shown 
in Figure 5.8, showing that the test result and the analytical result are very similar. The 
equivalent damping ratio increased from 1.51% to 1.62 % when the liquid damping is 
considered in the analytical model. The analytical damping increase is slightly less than that 
in the test, and this is potentially caused by the fact that there is other minor liquid damping 
not considered in the analytical model. 
5.6  Conclusions 
A reinforced concrete multifunctional panel with an internal multi-capillary tube 
system is manufactured. When liquid is filled in the internal multi-capillary tube, it can 
function as thermal exchanger and a TLMCD. The damping mechanism of TLMCD is 
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illustrated by a nonlinear model that takes the orifice head loss as the main source of 
damping. Free vibration tests of both the multi-capillary tube and the SDOF concrete panel 
are conducted. The first free vibration test can identify the natural frequency and damping of 
the internal TLMCD system, which validates the analytical TLMCD model. The second free 
vibration test is the SDOF concrete panel system that evaluates the enhanced damping effect 
due to the internal TLMCD. When the concrete panel is filled with liquid of a 20.8 cm 
height, which equals to 1.7% of the concrete panel’s total mass, the equivalent damping ratio 
of the panel will increase by 9%, from 1.51% to 1.64%.  
Further tests should include shake table tests where the SDOF structure is excited by 
accelerations of around the internal TLMCD’s natural frequency, in which case larger liquid 
motion and liquid damping can be expected due to the resonance of water motion. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.1 The RC multifunctional panel (a) dimensions (b) the internal plastic tubes and 
the reinforcement layer 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
 
(c) 
Figure 5.2 The internal plastic tubes of the RC multifunctional panel (a) the whole 
configuration; (b) the orifices in the horizontal tube; (c) the first vibration mode of filled in 
water 
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                            (a)                                                        (b) 
Figure 5.3 The RC multifunctional panel SDOF system (a) test setup (b) schematic drawing 
of the sensors and their locations 
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Figure 5.4 The 1st tube liquid surface motion of the internal TLMCD 
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Figure 5.5 The time series of RC panel SDOF structure free vibration displacement 
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Figure 5.6  The time series of RC panel SDOF structure free vibration displacement with 
liquid damping 
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Figure 5.7 Schematic drawing of a TLMCD on a SDOF structure 
 
 
Figure 5.8 Comparisons of numerical and test results for the concrete panel displacements 
with liquid damping. 
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CHAPTER 6.    OPTIMIZATION OF TUNED LIQUID MULTIPLE COLUMNS 
DAMPER FOR SUPPRESSING STRUCTURAL VIBRATION 
A paper to be submitted to Journal of Sound and Vibration 
 
Hao Wu, Simon Laflamme and An Chen 
6.1  Abstract 
This study focuses on the characteristics of tuned liquid multiple columns dampers 
(TLMCDs) in mitigating primary structures’ vibration under harmonic or random external 
forces. A TLMCD consists of multiple vertical tubes connected via a horizontal one, and it 
can dissipate vibration energy by filled-in liquid oscillating through orifices in the horizontal 
tube. A TLMCD has multiple vibration modes, contrasting with a conventional tuned liquid 
column damper (TLCD), which is U-shaped and a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system. 
Analytical models depict TLMCDs as weakly nonlinear systems that can be linearized under 
random and harmonic excitations. The damping and stiffness of TLMCDs can be controlled 
by the orifices and column spacings between the vertical columns, respectively. In this paper, 
we optimize the damping and geometry of TLMCDs using a genetic algorithm when they are 
attached to various primary structures. All the parameters are optimized simultaneously 
under a fixed horizontal/vertical length ratio. Results show that with proper chosen orifice 
damping and geometry configuration, a TLMCD can better mitigate a multi-degree-of-
freedom (MDOF) primary structure than single TLCD or multiple TLCDs with the same 
mass.  
Keywords: Tuned liquid multiple column damper, structure control, damping system, 
optimization, MDOF dampers 
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6.2  Introduction 
Supplemental damping systems have gained popularity to improve structural motion 
performance. In particular, passive energy dissipation systems are now widely accepted and 
deployed in the field (Symans et al. 2008 [1]). Of interest to this paper are tuned mass 
dampers (TMDs), which leverages inertial forces to reduce vibrations over a typical 
bandwidth of ± 15% of their tuned frequency (Connor and Laflamme 2014 [2]). TMD 
systems have been widely studied and applied for a diverse range of structures including tall 
buildings (Lu et al. 2017 [3]), bridges (Debnath et al. 2016 [4]) and wind turbines (Stewart 
and Lackner 2014 [5]). An extension of TMDs are the tuned liquid column dampers 
(TLCDs) that, instead of a moving mass, leverage a liquid oscillating in a U-shaped tube. 
TLCD can be advantageous over TMDs by being easier to implement, less costly to 
maintain, and useful for water storage (Di Matteo et al.2015 [6]). More recently, variations of 
TLCDs with multiple columns, termed as tuned liquid multiple column damper (TLMCD) 
were proposed to address various limitations of classical TLCDs. For instance, a retuning 
multi-celled TLCD that allows cells blocked/opened after TLCD installation improve the 
tuning accuracy (Min et al. 2016 [7]); a four column bidirectional TLCD can better mitigate 
structural vibrations coming in orthodoxy directions (Rozas et al. 2015 [8]); a star-shaped or 
a triangle-shaped TLCD increases the robustness against wave incidence for floating wind 
turbine (Coudurier et al. 2018 [9]). TLMCDs offer the promise of enhanced design flexibility 
through the variation of additional geometries, enabling more compact configurations or 
higher control reachability (Wu et al. 2018 [10]).  
In prior work, the authors have presented an analytical model for a TLMCDs (Wu et 
al. 2018 [10]). The objective was to develop a mathematically trackable method that could be 
used in the study of TLMCD systems of arbitrary configurations. Here, work is extended to 
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enable design optimization. A critical challenge in design optimization of TLMCDs is in the 
high nonlinearity of the device.  Similar challenges have been addressed in work on TMDs. 
While theory for design and optimization TMD systems is well established (Connor and 
Laflamme 2014 [2]), it is yet an active area of research for inertia systems of various 
principles and complexity. Traditional approaches include the minimization of the maximum 
response (H∞ norm) (Cheung et al. 2011 [11], Chun et al. 2015 [12]), and the overall energy 
dissipation (H2 norm) (Tang et al. 2016 [13], Sun et al. 2017 [14]) for various TMD 
configurations. Venanzi 2015 [15] evaluated the effect of probability distributions in design 
parameters on damping performance. Lin et al. 2017 [16] studied design based on mitigation 
performance robustness over the frequency spectrum leveraging multiple single degree-of-
freedom TMDs. Ubertini 2017 et al. [17] investigated reliability-based optimization of TMDs 
with the multi-objective of optimizing robustness against frequency mistuning while 
minimizing probability of failure. Greco et al. 2016 [18] also conducted multi-objective 
TMD optimization but considering economic and mitigation performance criteria. 
Work discussed above focused on SDOF or multiple SDOF TMDs, while TLMCDs 
are inherently MDOF configurations. Gradient-based methods, such as those based on the 
H∞ and H2 norms, have been employed to optimize a 2DOF TMD (Zuo and Nayfeh 2006 
[19]). However, the higher dimensional nature of TLMCDs along with their nonlinear 
dynamics makes the application of gradient optimization methods difficult. Non-gradient-
based methods have been employed to solve multiple inertia damper optimization problems, 
for example using genetic (Hadi and Arfiadi 1998 [20], Poh’sié et al. 2015 [21]), particle 
swarm (Leung et al. 2009 [22], Thanh and Parnichkun 2008 [23]), and simulated annealing 
(Febbo et al. 2012 [24], Liu 2017 et al. [25]) algorithms.  
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The above works are all conducted on TMDs, which are often rigid objects. The 
TLMCD is a MDOF liquid damper that offers larger design flexibility, for that liquid is 
shapeless and follows its container’s geometry. The number of DOFs and damping 
coefficients can be altered easily by using containers of different shapes. In this paper, we 
study the application of a genetic algorithm to optimize the design of a TLMCD applied to 
both an SDOF and a 2DOF structures. The H∞ norm is selected as the optimization goal of 
interest. The genetic algorithm is used to search for the near-optimum solutions.  The genetic 
algorithm is a population-based optimization process that derived from natural biological 
evolution. It repeatedly updates the individual solution based on crossover and mutation 
methods. At each step, a new generation of populations are generated with the traits of their 
“parents”. Over certain generations, the optimization stops when the error of tolerance is 
small enough or the maximum iteration number is reached (Sivanandam and Deepa 2008 
[26]).  
The remaining of this paper is organized as following: Section 2 introduces the 
analytical model for a TLMCD and a linearization method for this damper under harmonic or 
white noise type of excitations, Section 3 presents the equations of motion for a TLMCD on 
a MDOF of structure and the methodology to obtain the H∞ norm with genetic algorithm. 
Section 4 compares the optimization results of both TLMCD and multiple TLCDs 
(MTLCDs) on various primary structures. The last section concludes the paper.  
6.3  Analytical Modeling  
This section summarizes the TLMCD’s analytical nonlinear model presented in 
previous work (Wu et al. 2018 [9]) and a linearization process based on the nonlinear model.  
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6.3.1  Review of the nonlinear dynamic model 
 Consider an N-column TLMCD system illustrated in Figure 6.1, where ẍg is the 
acceleration transmitted from the primary structure, xi is the liquid surface displacement in the 
ith column, h is the uniform initial vertical liquid surface height in each column, li is the 
horizontal centre-to-centre distance between the ith and i+1th columns, ψi is blocking ratio of 
the ith orifice, Qoi, Qfi, Qei are the nonconservative forces acting on the i
th DOF, A is the vertical 
column’s cross-section area, and υ is the vertical/horizontal cross-section area ratio. The 
TLMCD is modeled as an N-DOF system for DOFs xi. 
The equations governing the liquid motion are constructed using Lagrange equations: 
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where t is time, T and V are respectively the system’s kinematic and potential energy, ρ is the 
liquid density, and g is gravitational acceleration. 
Similar to a TLCD, the nonconservative forces acting on a TLMCD system can be 
categorized into three types: 1) the orifice damping force Qoi ; 2) the friction force Qfi 
between the liquid and column’s inner surface; and 3) the liquid inertia force Qei acting on 
the ith DOF. As is established in literature on TLCD (Gao et al. [27], Min et al. [28]), the 
damping force due to the orifices on the horionztal column is quadratic and its direction is 
oposite to that of the liquid velocity: 
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The frictional force is also assumed to be quadratic nonlinear forces: 
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The inertia force acts only on the horizontal columns since the vertical mass of 
TLMCD is constant: 
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Combining the above equations, the liquid motion of a N-column TLMCD is 
expressed as:  
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 (6-6) 
which numerical solutions can be obtained using the Runge-Kutta integration method. Prior 
work [9] used a numerical step size of 10-3 time of the expected liquid displacement 
amplitude to solve the equations. This nonlinear model is also referred as the general model 
in this paper since it applies to a TLMCD of any configuration. 
6.3.2  Linearization of symmetrical TLMCDs 
The nonlinear dynamic model presented above is difficult to utilize for analyzing the 
dynamic behavior and could be computationally time consuming in an optimization 
framework. Prior work [10] found that numerical solutions exhibited weak nonlinearities, 
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and that there exist stable resonant frequencies, in particular for geometrically symmetric 
configurations under harmonic and white noise excitation. Under these conditions, it was 
found that the liquid motion was largely restricted among opposite column pairs, i.e., 
1 2 1, ,N Nx x x x    etc. Under this assumption, the number of DOFs in an N-column TLMCD 
can be reduced to N/2, and the governing equations can be greatly simplified.  These 
simplified equations are shown in Eq. (6-7), where the only nonlinear parts are in the 
quadratic damping forces.   
C C C gx  M x C v K x α                                                                                          (6-7) 
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In TLCD literature, there are two ways to linearize the quadratic liquid orifice 
damping force 
1
2
x x . Under white noise type excitation, the quadratic damping force can 
be linearized by minimizing the mean variance of error between the nonlinear damping force 
and a linear damping force (Xu et al. 1992 [29]; Yalla and Kareem 2000 [30]): 
1 2
2
xx x x 

                                                                                                   (6-8) 
where x  is the standard deviation of liquid velocity x . Under harmonic excitation, an 
equivalent viscous damping force can be obtained in terms of the amplitude of the liquid 
displacement in one harmonic cycle by equating the total energy dissipated in a harmonic 
cycle to the equivalent linear damping force (Gao et al. 1999 [27]): 
1 4
ˆ
2 3
x x x x                                                                                                   (6-9) 
where xˆ  is the amplitude of x under harmonic load and ω is the excitation harmonic 
frequency. 
In both cases, the quadratic nonlinear damping matrix CC can be rewritten as: 
'
C C C gx  M x C x K x α                                                                                         (6-10) 
'
C CC v C x                                                                                                             (6-11) 
where 
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respectively. 
During a TLMCD design process, the value of the liquid friction coefficient  is often 
taken as constant and pre-determined by the pipe material and roughness. It follows that the 
only damping parameters that can be designed are orifice head loss coefficients ηk, which are 
controlled by orifice opening ratios on the horizontal column. The relationship between ηk 
and the orifice opening ratio ψk can be illustrated with a hydraulic equation (Idelchik and 
Fried 1986 [31]), which can be determined through an iterative process. If ck is a known 
design parameter, an initial set of ηk can be selected. The standard deviation of the system 
response is then computed, and Eq. (6-11) can be used to update ηk until it is stable. 
In what follows, the performance of the linearization is demonstrated on a symmetric 
TLMCD subjected to non-simultaneous white noise and harmonic excitations. Consider a 4-
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column TLMCD with the following parameters: l1 = l2 = l3 = 2 m, h =1 m, and η1 = η2 = η3 = 
3. The white noise acceleration signal is taken with a bandwidth of 0.5-2 Hz, and the 
harmonic excitation acceleration is taken as   20.1sin m/sgx t . Figure 6.2 (a) and (b) 
compares results from the numerical solutions of the general dynamic model (Eq. (6-6)), 
symmetric model (Eq. (6-7)), and the final linearized model (Eq. (6-10)) under the harmonic 
and white noise excitation, respectively. Results show that there is basically no difference 
between the nonlinear model and the symmetric model, and a slight difference occurs when 
the nonlinear damping forces are linearized. The largest displacement difference between the 
linear and nonlinear models under the white noise excitation is 2% of the initial height, which 
is acceptable considering the large amplitude of liquid motion. The difference becomes even 
smaller under the harmonic loading. It is also noted that the assumption that the liquid motion 
is symmetric under stationary excitations is validated as well, as shown in Figure 6.3 where 
the displacements of the nonlinear model’s all four columns are compared.  
In the following study, unless declared, the linearized model is applied to investigate 
the optimal damping effect of a TLMCD on different primary structures. 
6.4  Methodology  
This section presents the methodology used to conduct the simulations, including the 
numerical model for a structure equipped with a TLMCD and the parameters of the example 
structures. 
6.4.1  Numerical model 
If the primary structure is a MDOF building that has m stories and equips with an N-
column TLMCD on the top, which is shown in Figure 6.4, the equations of motion are modified 
as: 
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where 𝐱𝑠 ∈ ℝ
𝑚×1 , 𝐌𝑠 ∈ ℝ
𝑚×𝑚 , 𝐊𝑠 ∈ ℝ
𝑚×𝑚 , 𝐂𝑠 ∈ ℝ
𝑚×𝑚  are respectively the m-
dimensional primary structure’s mass, stiffness and damping matrices, α is the horizontal mass 
matrix mentioned in Section 2, md is the TLMCD’s total mass, 𝐱 ∈ ℝ𝑁/2×1, 𝐌𝑐 ∈ ℝ
𝑁/2×𝑁/2, 
𝐊𝑐 ∈ ℝ
𝑁/2×𝑁/2 , 𝐂𝑐 ∈ ℝ
𝑁/2×𝑁/2 , are respectively the displacement, mass, stiffness and 
damping matrices of the TLMCD, and 𝐅 ∈ ℝ𝑚×1 is the external force matrix that acting on 
different locations of the primary structure. 
For a special case, the equations of motion of an SDOF structure equipped with an N-
column TLMCD can be written as: 
'
C CC
T
s d s s s ss
A m m x x k x Fc
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M α x x K 0 x 0C 0
α 00
                         (6-13) 
where ms, ks, and cs are the primary structure’s mass, stiffness and linear viscous damping 
coefficient, respectively. 
In both cases, they are linear systems, and matrices are used to denote the above two 
equations: 
p p p dM p + C p + K p = B F                                                                                       (6-14) 
where  
T
 s sp x x x x ∈ ℝ
(𝑁+2𝑚)×1, and Bd ∈ ℝ(𝑁+2𝑚)×𝑚 is the external force location 
matrix. 
This equation can be further written as control system in State-Space form, with the 
external force amplitude as the input and the primary structure’s displacement as the output: 
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z = C p + D F
                                                                                                       (6-15) 
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6.4.2  Optimization objective 
The H∞ norm of the control system is chosen to be the optimization goal: 
    
1
j j 

  
c c c c
H C I A B D                                                                        (6-16) 
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H j
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
 H                                                                                       (6-17) 
where max  is the maximum singular value, H(jω) is the transfer function of the State-Space 
system. H∞ norm optimization method is a commonly used technique to optimize a damper’s 
configuration. For Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO) systems, the H∞ norm is the largest 
magnitude of steady frequency response under harmonic excitation.  
In this study, we apply genetic algorithm optimization to search for the near-optimum 
solutions. The genetic algorithm is encoded in the Optimization Tool Box of MATLAB. If an 
N-column TLMCD is attached to an m-dimension primary structure, the suggested population 
size of the optimization process is 20 (N+m).  
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6.5  Optimization Results  
6.5.1  Sing-degree-of-freedom primary structures 
In either TLCD or TLMCD design, the liquid mass in the horizontal column is 
considered more “effective” than that in the vertical column, since the TLCDs/TLMCDs only 
suppress horizontal vibration of the primary structure and the interaction force between the 
damper and structure is transferred by the inertia of the horizontal liquid mass. Under the 
same total mass, the larger percentage is the horizontal mass, the more horizontal motion is 
transferred from structure to the liquid damper. The length ratio of a TLCD or a TLMCD is 
defined as: 
2
l
h l
 

                                                                                                             (6-18) 
Thus, a large horizontal/vertical length ratio, which corresponds to a large percentage 
horizontal liquid mass, will always lead to a higher efficiency for a liquid damper. However, 
in practice, due to space limitation and the fact that the liquid displacement should not be 
lower than the initial vertical height, the design of TLCD/TLMCD often begins with a 
presumed horizontal/vertical length ratio, typically ranging from 0.7 to 0.9 (Shum 2009 [32]).  
For a TLMCD, the H∞ norm is a function of column spacings li, length ratio γ, orifice 
head loss coefficients ci, and horizontal/vertical area ratio υ. Following the practice of the 
TLCD/TLMCD optimal design, a mass ratio of 5% and a length ratio of 0.9 is presumed, and 
the remaining parameters are optimized simultaneously. 
Consider a SDOF structure with the following structural parameters: ms =1, ωs = 1.1 
rad/s, ξs =0.02, md/ms = 0.05, γ = 0.9. The optimized parameters of a TLCD and a TLMCD 
are listed in Table 6.1. 
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A comparison between transfer functions of structures attached with the optimized 
TLCD and TLMCD is conducted. The TLCD optimization result shows that the highest 
efficiency is achieved when the horizontal and vertical columns have the same cross-section 
area (υ = 1), and this agrees with the conclusion in literature (Wu et al. 2005 [33]). Based on 
the H∞ norm optimization result, a TLMCD does not perform better than a TLCD under the 
same mass ratio and the same length ratio. In fact, the relationship between optimized H∞ 
norm and column spacing ratio (Figure 6.5) shows that the optimized H∞ norm of the 4-
column TLMCD will be larger than the optimized TLCD’s H∞ norm under all column 
spacing ratios, though the difference is small (less than 5%). If the column spacings are 
equal, the comparisons of transfer functions of TLCD and the equally-spaced TLMCD are 
illustrated in Figure 6.6. When the first column spacing reduces to zero, the 4-column 
TLMCD regresses into the optimized TLCD. The explanation for the phenomenon is that the 
effective mass of a TLCD is more concentrated into one vibration mode than a TLMCD, 
while only the first vibration mode of the TLMCD is involved in suppressing the primary 
structure. Though some researchers (Zuo and Nayfey [19]) found 2-DOF mass dampers 
could have better efficiency than SDOF mass dampers in damping SDOF structures when the 
structure’s natural frequency falls between the damper’s first two natural frequencies. This 
phenomenon is not observed in this optimization process because the two natural frequencies 
of a TLMCD are always far apart unless the TLMCD has a small percentage of horizontal 
mass, under which situation the TLMCD does not have enough effective mass in the first 
vibration mode. Thus, a TLCD is considered always more effective than a TLMCD under the 
restriction of the same mass ratio and length ratio. 
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6.5.2  Two-degree-of-freedom primary structures 
In control of a 2-DOF primary system, when the output are the two primary structure 
displacements at each DOF and the input is a n-dimension force, the H∞ norm is the singular 
value of n x 2 transfer functions.  However, engineers are often more concerned about the 
maximum value of the two displacements rather than the singular value of the whole system. 
As a result, when evaluating the damping performance of dampers on a 2-DOF primary 
system, we prefer to define the optimization criteria as the larger of the two SISO H∞ norm: 
dSys 1:  [0 0 1 0], [0 0 1 0]; B F C                                                      (6-19) 
dSys 2 :  [0 0 0 1], [0 0 0 1]; B F C  
Optimization objective = max [    
1 2
 norm,  normH H  ] 
In each SISO control system, the input is the unit harmonic force acting on the 
first/second DOF of the primary structure, and the output is the structure displacement of that 
DOF. 
A 2-storey structure has the following structure parameters: 
S S S
1 0 1 1 0.032 0.048
, ,
0 2 1 3.5 0.048 0.112
     
            
M K C                                            (6-20) 
The damping coefficients correspond to a 5% damping ratio in the first vibration 
mode and a 2% damping ratio in the second vibration mode. We will compare the optimized 
damping performance of a 4-column symmetric TLMCD, a single TLCD and two individual 
TLCDs when they are attached to the second floor, as shown in Figure 6.7. 
Like the last section, when we do the optimization task, the length ratio γ is fixed as 
0.9 for the TLMCD as well as the two TLCDs. Genetic algorithm optimization is performed 
with all dampers having the same total mass. The individual column spacing of the TLMCD, 
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horizontal lengths of each TLCD, and various orifice damping coefficients are varied in the 
optimization process. All these parameters are optimized simultaneously, with the optimized 
results listed in Table 6.2. 
The two SISO transfer functions of the two TLCDs and the 4-column TLMCD on 
suppressing the 2-DOF structure is shown in Figure 6.8. When the input excitation is acting 
on the first DOF of the primary structure, the maximum displacement is at the first floor, as 
shown in Figure 6.8 (a); and the same is for input excitation acting on the second floor, as 
shown in Figure 6.8 (b). The optimized results ensure that the larger of the two transfer 
functions’ peak values is minimized. In the optimized results, the 4-column TLMCD’s two 
natural frequencies match the two natural frequencies of the primary structure, with two 
tuning ratios as
1 1 1/ 0.935,sc    and 2 2 2/ 0.997sc    . The second tuning ratio is 
closer to 1 because the transfer function curves at the second frequency are very steep. 
Generally, the 4-column TLMCD performs better than single TLCD or any other 
combination of two TLCDs. Single TLCD has the worst damping effect since it cannot 
control two vibration modes at the same time. For two TLCDs, if they have an equal mass, 
the TLMCD’s optimized H∞ norm is 21% large than that of optimized multiple TLCDs. The 
difference can be reduced to 5% if the mass ratio of the two TLCDs is optimized (Table 6.3).  
6.6  Conclusions 
TLMCD is an extension of classical TLCDs into MDOF domains. The general 
TLMCD model is a complex nonlinear system, but for a symmetrical TLMCD. But the 
nonlinear equations of motion in the analytical model can be linearized using the energy 
equivalent method. Numerical calculations showing that the linear model is a good 
approximation for predicting the liquid motion inside a symmetrical TLMCD under white 
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noise and harmonic excitation accelerations. With the linearized model, the equations of 
motion of a TLMCD are rewritten into State-Space form, and H∞ norm is selected as the 
optimization goal of interest. Multiple parameters, including the column spacings, orifice 
blocking ratios, and vertical/horizontal cross-section area ratios, can be optimized 
simultaneously using a genetic optimization algorithm. Optimization results show that when 
attached to a SDOF primary structure, the TLMCD’s damping performance is comparable 
although slightly less effective than that of TLCD with the same mass and length ratio. Only 
the first vibration mode of the 4-column TLMCD is effective. The effective mass of the first 
mode of TLMCD is always smaller than that of the optimized TLCD under these restrictions, 
since its mass is distributed into other vibration modes. In the optimal case, all column 
spacings except one reduces to zero, which regresses into a TLCD. 
However, for MDOF structures, optimization results indicate that the TLMCD can 
outperform single TLCD and MTLCDs with the same liquid mass and length ratio. This is 
attributed to that, in a TLMCD, the sum of the effect masses of various modes can exceed the 
actual total mass. As a result, there exists a situation where TLMCD has larger effective 
masses in all vibration modes than the optimized MTLCDs.  
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Table 6.1  Comparisons of a 4-column TLMCD and a TLCD on suppressing vibration of a 
SDOF primary structure (all damper masses = 0.05) 
Dampers Optimized Parameters Results 
4-column TLMCD of equal 
spacing 
Uniform column spacing li 8.643 
First orifice damping coefficient c1 4.473 
Second orifice damping coefficient c2 0.720 
Vertical/horizontal mass ratio υ 0.511 
Single TLCD Length l 16.04 
Orifice damping c 39.4 
 Vertical/horizontal area ratio υ 1.001 
 
Table 6.2  Comparisons of optimum parameters of a 4-column TLMCD, single TLCD, and 
two TLCDs on suppressing vibration of a 2DOF primary structure (all damper masses = 
0.05) 
Dampers Optimized Parameters Results 
4-column TLMCD First column spacing l1 8.45 
Second column spacing l2 22.24 
First orifice damping coefficient c1 0.125 
Second orifice damping coefficient c2 3.05 
Vertical/horizontal area ratio υ 0.898 
Two TLCDs with optimized 
mass ratio 
First TLCD length l1 37.66 
Second TLCD length l2 9.32 
First orifice damping coefficient c1 5.54 
Second orifice damping coefficient c2 2.52 
Mass distribution 83% : 17 % 
Two TLCDs with equal 
mass ratio 
First TLCD length l1 37.62 
Second TLCD length l2 9.30 
First TLCD orifice damping c1 8.56 
Second TLCD orifice damping c2 0.60 
Single TLCD Length l 49.66 
Orifice damping c 61.58 
 Vertical/horizontal area ratio υ 1.000 
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Table 6.3  Comparisons of effective masses at each vibration mode 
Effective mass at each vibration mode First vibration mode Second vibration mode 
Optimized 4-column TLMCD 0.0462 0.0108 
Two TLCDs of optimized mass ratio 0.0414 0.0086 
 
Table 6.4  H∞ Comparisons of a 4-column TLMCD, single TLCD, and two TLCDs on 
suppressing vibration of a 2DOF primary structure 
Mounted Dampers  
1
 normH   2  normH     1 2max  norm,  normH H     
4-column TLMCD 6.71 6.65 6.71 
TLCDs with equal mass 7.89 7.86 7.89 
Two TLCDs optimized mass  6.89 6.86 6.89 
Single TLCD 7.82 7.74 7.82 
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Figure 6.1 Schematic drawing of a N-column TLMCD 
(a) 
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(b) 
Figure 6.2 Comparisons of the numerical solutions for the 1st column displacement under 
(a) white noise excitation; and (b) harmonic excitation. 
 
 
Figure 6.3 Validation of the symmetricity assumption by the nonlinear model 
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Figure 6.4 TLMCD mounted on the top of a MDOF structure 
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Figure 6.5 The influence of 4-column TLMCD’s column spacing ratios on the optimized H∞ 
norm  
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Figure 6.6 Transfer function of a SDOF primary structure attached with an optimized TLCD 
and an optimized 4-column TLMCD of equal spacing 
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Figure 6.7 Comparison of (a) a 4-column TLMCD, (b) single TLCD, and (c) two TLCDs on 
suppressing vibration of a 2-DOF primary structure 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.8 Transfer functions of 4-column TLMCD, single TLCD, and two TLCDs attached 
on a 2DOF primary structure (a) with input and output at the first DOF (b) with input and 
output at the second DOF 
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CHAPTER 7.    SEMI-ACTIVE TUNED LIQUID MULTIPLE COLUMNS DAMPER 
FOR MITIGATION OF WIND HAZARD 
A paper to be submitted to Journal of Wind Engineering and Industrial Aerodynamics 
Hao Wu, Yongqiang Gong, Simon Laflamme and An Chen 
7.1  Abstract 
A tuned liquid multiple columns damper (TLMCD) is a multiple-tubes system filled 
with oscillating liquid to dissipate vibration energy against wind or seismic hazard. It consists 
of multiple vertical tubes connected by a horizontal tube with internal orifices, and liquid 
flow through these orifices will generate viscous damping that slows liquid motion. This 
study investigates the enhanced damping effect when the orifices of a TLMCD are replaced 
by semi-actively controlled valves. The semi-active control forces provided by the 
controllable valves are determined by a sliding mode control method with a self-defined 
weight matrix. If wind load is modeled as a harmonic force, the transfer function of a SDOF 
structure equipped with a semi-active TLMCD shows that significant improvement is 
achieved when comparing the semi-active case versus its passive counterpart. When 
stochastic wind hazards are applied to a 20-story benchmark building with a semi-active 
TLMCD placed on the top, numerical simulations conclude that the semi-active design has 
smaller average inter-story drifts and average acceleration compared to a passive TLMCD or 
an optimized passive tuned liquid column damper (TLCD) of equal mass. 
Keywords: semi-active, tuned liquid column damper, sliding mode control, wind hazard, 
transfer function. 
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7.2  Introduction 
The increasing height and flexibility of modern buildings leads to their vulnerability 
to wind and earthquake loads, which could cause malfunction, discomfort and even structural 
failure. Enhancing structural damping to mitigate structural vibration is a widely investigated 
topic for civil engineers and researchers. Generally, the devices and techniques for increasing 
structural damping can be categorized into three types, the passive, semi-active and active 
ones. Passive damping devices, such as passive tuned mass dampers (TMDs) and tuned 
liquid dampers (TLDs), are often viewed as reliable and easy to implement mainly due to no 
requirement of external power. However, passive damping is not always effective in all 
situations, and semi-active and active dampers, which has the ability to determine the present 
state of the structure and respond in a controllable manner, have better efficiency and offer 
solutions to a wide range of problems (Symans and Constantinou 1999). The difference 
between semi-active and active dampers is that semi-active only requires a small amount of 
energy to change the structural properties and always produces a damping force contrary to 
the structure motion. As a result, semi-active dampers never destabilize a structural system 
(Conner and Laflamme 2014). In this study we are investigating a semi-active tuned liquid 
multiple columns damper (TLMCD) with liquid damping controlled by internal valves. 
Tuned liquid column dampers (TLCDs) is a popular type of TLDs that utilizes the 
liquid motion in a U-shaped tube to mitigate the main structure’s vibration under external 
load. The stiffness is provided by gravity in the two vertical columns, and the damping is 
induced by the liquid flow through an internal orifice in the horizontal column. Because of its 
cost-effectiveness, low maintenance and easy installation, it has been widely used in high-
rise buildings (Sakai et al. 1989, Chakraborty et al. 2012).  A TLMCD is an extension of 
classical TLCDs, which are single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems. A TLMCD consists 
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of a multiple-tubes system filled with oscillating liquid and is also a multiple-degrees-of-
freedom (MDOF) system. The multiple vertical tubes are connected by a horizontal tube, and 
liquid flow through one vertical tube to another will pass through orifices in the horizontal 
tube, generating viscous damping forces (Wu et al. 2017). Comparing to TLCDs, TLMCDs 
have space efficiency due to the multiple-tubes feature. Also, since TLMCDs have multiple 
vibration modes, they are more effective in suppressing the vibrations of MDOF structures.   
For active TLCDs, propellers can be used to change the TLCD’s stiffness (Chen and 
Ko 2003), which will consume a large amount of energy. For semi-active TLCDs/TLMCDs, 
since the container holding the liquid has a fixed geometry, only the liquid damping needs to 
be controlled with a small force. As a result, semi-active TLCDs are stable systems since the 
liquid damping force is always contrary to the liquid motion. There are two ways to control 
the liquid damping: one is using a controllable valve that can adjust the opening ratio in the 
horizontal column, and the other one is magneto-rheological (MR) fluids controlled by 
external magnetic fields (Sun et al. 2016, Wang et al. 2005). Shinozuka et al. (1992) first 
introduced a two-stage semi-active fluid damper that was controlled by a solenoid valve, 
which could be opened and closed by an electrical signal. Yalla and Kareem (2001,2003) 
compared three control strategies of semi-active tuned liquid column dampers: continuous 
LQR/LQG type control, simple on-off control and fuzzy control though numerical examples, 
concluding that semi-active dampers can improve the performance of passive dampers by 15-
25%, and continuously varying control algorithm does not provide a significant improvement 
over the simple on-off strategy. Coudurier et al. (2015) conducted a simulation on the 
performance of semi-active TLCDs on offshore floating wind turbine using the classic LQR 
control method.  Wang et al. (2003) investigated the effectiveness of MR-TLCDs in 
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mitigating the wind-induced response of high-rise buildings, showing that they are capable of 
achieving much better vibration reduction than normal TLCDs.  
TLMCDs, similar to TLCDs, can use controllable valves as a semi-active control 
mechanism to better mitigate structural vibration. In this paper, we are applying the sliding 
mode control (SMC) method to enhance the damping capacity of passive TLMCDs. SMC is 
a widely used nonlinear control method, which is constructed using the concept of Lyapunov 
stability. It forces the system to "slide" along a surface of the system's normal behavior, 
where the error exponentially converges to zero. The feedback control law is not a 
continuous function of time because it changes sign when the sliding surface changes sign 
(Edwards and Spurgeon 1998). The two objectives of this paper include two parts: (1) when 
the wind load is modeled as a harmonic force, the transfer function of a semi-active TLMCD 
attached to a SDOF structure is used to investigate the performance of a semi-active TLMCD 
and its comparison with passive TLMCDs and TLCDs; (2) when the wind load is modeled as 
stochastic pressure on the surface of a benchmark building of a 20-storey steel frame, the 
maximum inter-story drift ratio and the maximum acceleration is used to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the semi-active TLMCD mitigating structural vibration against wind 
hazards. 
7.3  Analytical Modeling  
7.3.1  Passive tuned liquid multiple column dampers 
The analytical model of passive TLMCD is constructed using Lagrange equations. A 
N-column TLMCD is a N-1 DOFs system, where the liquid surface motion in each column is 
considered as an individual DOF. The liquid motion in a TLMCD is illustrated in Figure 7.1, 
where ẍg is the acceleration transmitted from the primary structure, xi is the liquid surface 
displacement in the ith column, h is the initial vertical liquid surface height, li is the horizontal 
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column spacing between the ith and i+1th columns, ηi is the head loss coefficient of the ith 
orifice. 
The equations governing the liquid motion are: 
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where t is time, Qoi, Qfi, Qei are respectively the quadratic orifice damping forces, the 
quadratic friction damping forces and the liquid inertia force acting on the ith DOF, T and V 
are respectively the system’s kinematic and potential energy, ρ is the liquid density, A is the 
vertical column’s cross-section area, g is gravitational acceleration and υ is the vertical versus 
horizontal cross-section area ratio. Substitute Eq. (7-2) into Eq. (7-1) yields the governing 
equations of the liquid motion in a N-column TLMCD (Wu et al. 2017): 
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The above model is difficult to solve, and the vibration modes are unclear since the 
mass, stiffness and damping matrices are all nonlinear. A simplification method is needed. In 
TLMCD design, the geometry is often designed as symmetric, i.e., column spacings and the 
orifices are mirrored about the central line, because the seismic or wind load can happen in 
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either direction. For these TLMCDs, the liquid motion under random stationary excitations 
are symmetric as well. By simply assuming symmetricity, the number of DOFs in a N-
column symmetrical TLMCD can be reduced from N-1 to N/2, and the governing equations 
are greatly simplified, as shown in Eq. (7-4).  The only nonlinear terms in these equations are 
the quadratic damping forces.  
C C C gx  M x C v K x α                                                                                          (7-4) 
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7.3.2  Semi-active tuned liquid multiple column dampers 
The control force u of the semi-active TLMCD proposed in this paper is provided by 
the orifice damping force. Consider the equation of motion for an 𝑛-story building equipped 
with nd-column semi-active TLMCD on the top, the equations of motion are expressed 
below: 
g g f ua     Mx Cx Kx MB B F B u                                                                    (7-5) 
where 
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(n n ) 1d x is the displacement vector, 
  1dn n
g
 
E , 
  1dn n
f
 
E and 
 d dn n n
u
 
E
are the location matrices for the acceleration input ag, force loading input vector 
1nF , and 
control force input vector 1dn u , respectively,    d dn n n n
S
  
M , (n n ) (n n )d d
S
  C , 
and    d dn n n n
S
  
K  are the primary structure mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, and 
   d dn n n n  M , (n n ) (n n )d d  C , and    d d
n n n n  
K  are the system mass, damping, 
and stiffness matrices, respectively. The control forces u are the liquid damping forces 
controlled by controllable valves. 
The state-space representation of Eq. (3.1) is given by  
 
g g f ua   X AX B B F B u  
(7-6) 
where    2 1dn n  X x x  is state vector and the constant coefficient matrices are 
defined as follows 
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(7-7) 
The numerical algorithm has the discrete form of the Duhamel integral: 
 t 1 t(t t) (t) ( ) (t) (t) (t)g g f ue e a
           
A A
X X A I B B F B u  (7-8) 
where t is the simulation time interval and 2(n n ) 2(n n )d d  I is the identity matrix. The 
required control force ureq for the damper is computed based on a sliding model controller 
(SMC) assuming full-state feedback. 
7.4  Control Methodology 
In the semi-active control algorithm, the damping forces of the semi-active TLMCD 
is viewed as the control forces. The orifice blocking ratio ψ and the orifice head loss 
coefficient damping η has the following relationship (Idelchik and Fried 1986): 
      
2 20.3750.707 1   

    (7-9) 
Hence, the blocking ratios of the controllable valves can be determined by the required 
orifice head loss coefficients, which are further determined by the required control force ureq. 
The minimum and maximum blocking ratios for the controllable valves are 0%, 90% 
respectively. As a result, if the required control forces exceed the maximum damping forced 
that can be provided by the valves, the required control forces are set to a cap value, which 
equals to the damping forces when the valves are 90% blocked.  
The slide mode control (SMC) algorithm is used in this study to determine the control 
forces provided by the orifices. First, a sliding mode controller is established by defining a 
sliding surface 1dn S  
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 S = PX 0  (7-10) 
where  2 d dn n n P  is a user-defined weight matrix to be determined such that the motion 
on the sliding surface is stable. A Lyapunov function V based on the surface error is used to 
design such that the sliding surface S 0 : 
 1
2
T
V = S S  
(7-11) 
The sufficient condition for the sliding surface S 0  to occur as t    is  
 0T V S S  (7-12) 
Substituting the state-space representation into Eq. (3.7) yields 
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Eq. (3.8) is rewritten using λ and G  
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(7-14) 
with  
 T
uλ S PB  and  
1
( )u g g fa

  G PB P AX B B F  (7-15) 
where λi, Gi and ui is the ith element of the vectors 1dn λ , 1dn G and 1dn u , respectively. 
The required control force vector u is then obtained as 
 T
req  u G Δλ   (7-16) 
where Δ  is the diagonal matrix with user-defined sliding margin 0i   at its i
th diagonal 
element. The effectiveness of the semi-active control is determined by the selection of the 
weight matrix P and time step matrix Δ .  
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7.5  Mitigation of SDOF Structures against Harmonic Wind Hazard 
SDOF structures refer to structures whose first vibration mode is dominant over other 
vibration modes. The performance of a semi-active TLMCD mitigating SDOF structures’ 
vibration against wind load can be illustrated using transfer functions, where the input is the 
amplitude of external harmonic wind force acting on the SDOF structure, and the output is 
the amplitude of the displacement or the acceleration under that external load. Numerical 
simulation of the transfer function can be done by subjecting the SDOF structure into a 
harmonic frequency sweep force of the same amplitude (here assume the amplitude as 0.001 
Ms g). The passive and the semi-active TLMCDs have the same geometry, whose undamped 
first natural frequency is tuned to 96% of the that of the primary structure.  
Assume that a SDOF structure has a structural mass, stiffness and damping ratio of ms 
= 3.86 ×105 kg, ωs = 1.1 rad/s, and ξs = 0.02 respectively. The attached TLMCD has an 
equal column spacings of li = 5.35 m and a liquid height of h = 0.89 m. The user-defined 
weight matrix and time step matrix of the sliding mode control algorithm are selected as the 
following: 
 
 5
100 1 0 10 0 0
10
200 0 0 50 1 0
 
  
 
P , 
5 5[10 10 ],    (7-17) 
A harmonic frequency sweep excitation of the amplitude 0.001Ms g yields the transfer 
function of the displacement versus excitation frequency for the SDOF structure equipped 
with the semi-active TLMCD, as shown in Figure 7.2.  
If minimizing the peak values of the transfer function of passive dampers is the 
optimization goal, this optimization method is called H∞ norm type optimization. And the 
optimized results for the main structure equipped with both passive TLCDs and TLMCDs are 
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also illustrated in Figure 7.2. Comparisons between the semi-active TLMCD, its passive 
counterpart and the passive TLCD show: (1) The optimized passive TLMCD and TLCD only 
have a small difference in transfer functions, mainly because both their first natural 
frequencies are similar and tuned to that of the main structure; (2) The semi-active TLMCD 
has a much better mitigation effect than the passive TLMCD, and the maximum 
displacement amplitude decreased by 18% due to the controlled damping forces. A sharp turn 
around the frequency ratio of 1 is observed in the transfer function curve.  
The same method is applied to study the transfer function of maximum acceleration 
versus frequency for the main SDOF structure equipped with semi-active TLMCD. The 
comparison between the semi-active TLMCD, its passive counterpart and the passive TLCD 
is illustrated in Figure 7.3. A significant reduction of the main structure’s displacement is 
achieved by equipping the semi-active TLMCD.  
To better understand the mechanism of the semi-active TLMCD, the time series of 
the actual control forces provided by the orifice head loss, the required control force and the 
maximum control forces are shown in Figure 7.4. As mentioned in the last section, the 
blocked ratio limit of the controllable valves is set as 90%, the maximum control forces are 
acquired by the head loss coefficient corresponding to 90% valves blocking ratio and the 
actual liquid velocity at the valves. From the comparison results, it is noted that the actual 
control forces are in the same phase of the required control forces, though at a much smaller 
amplitude. The actual control forces are approximately 70% of their maximum limit, 
corresponding to an 81% blocking ratio of the valves at its largest.  
7.6  Mitigation of MDOF Structures against Stochastic Wind Hazard 
In this section we conduct numerical simulation on a 20-story primary building 
attached with semi-active TLMCDs for mitigation of stochastic wind hazard. 
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7.6.1  Primary building 
A steel moment-resisting frame residential building, located in Los Angeles, CA, is 
selected to demonstrate the effect of semi-active TLMCD mitigating wind hazard. After 
obtaining the modal parameters, this building is modeled as a lumped-mass shear system 
with dynamic properties listed in Table 7-1. The inherent structural damping ratio of the first 
vibration mode is assumed to be ξs = 0.02. This simplified lumped-mass model is used to 
evaluate stochastic dynamic response controlled by a semi-active TLMCD based on the 
assumption that wind loading is applied on the discrete lumped masses at each floor, as 
illustrated in Figure 7.5. The effectiveness of vibration reduction by three types of liquid 
dampers including a semi-active TLMCD, a passive TLMCD and a passive TLCD are 
examined; in all three cases, the total mass of the damper is set as 1% of that of the primary 
structure.  
7.6.2  Wind load 
We adopt the wind load model from Simiu and Scanlan (1996) to simulate the 
stochastic wind hazard on the benchmark structure. The simulation of the time-varying wind 
load can be summarized as the following. The wind flow can be viewed as a combination of 
a steady component and a fluctuating wind component. The wind force acting on the lateral 
surface is given by 
 
    
21
2
d dP t C A V v t   
(7-18) 
where Cd is the drag coefficient, ρ is the air density, A is the distributed area exposed to the 
wind pressure, V is the mean wind speed, and v(t) is the fluctuation of wind flow around its 
mean wind speed V.  
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The design value for steady component V is computed from a 3-second wind gust 
speed V0 that can be obtained from wind hazard maps (ASCE-7, 2010):  
 *0 *
*0
0.13 ln /
v
V V z z
v
  (7-19) 
where z∗ is the surface roughness length of the building’s terrain, V0 is the 3-second wind 
gust design speed, and v∗ and v∗0 are the shear velocities of wind flow of the building and 
open terrain, respectively.  
The wind fluctuation v(t) at the height z is modeled as a stochastic process 
characterized by the following power spectral density function (PSD) at the excitation 
frequency of Ω (Simiu and Scanlan 1996), which can further be numerically simulated as a 
zero-mean Gaussian stationary process: 
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The wind loading parameters are determined based on the building location's terrain 
and the wind hazard map in ASCE 7-10 (2010). The following parameters are used in the 
wind load simulation: the ratio of shear velocity of wind flow v*/ v*0 = 1.15, the surface 
roughness length z* = 0.3 m, the air density ρ =1.229 kg/m3, the basic wind speed selected 
with a 3-second gust speed at a reference height of 10 m and at a return period of 50 years V0 
= 38 m/s, and the drag coefficient Cd = 1.4. The total area exposed to wind pressure at each 
floor is A = 210 m2. 
Based on the above parameters, the mean static wind load at the top of the building is 
calculated to be Pn =1.86 × 10
5 N.  
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7.6.3  Inter-story drifts 
The inter-story drift ratios, which is defined as the displacement different of a floor 
and ceiling divided by the story height, are illustrated in the Figure 7.6. The inter-story drift 
ratio is the largest at the first floor and gradually decrease with the floor number. This trend 
corresponds to the shear forces acting on each floor due to the wind loads.  
From the comparison between the passive TLCD, the passive TLMCD and the semi-
active TLMCD, it is found that the semi-active TLMCD has the lowest average inter-story 
drift ratio, while the passive TLCD and the passive TLMCD are comparable. The average 
decrease of inter-story drift ratios at all floors compared to the uncontrolled structure is 13% 
for the semi-active case, while the reduction percentages of the inter-story drift for the 
passive TLCD and TLMCD are 9.8% and 9.6%, respectively. Considering that the semi-
active TLMCD has only 1% of the total mass of the structure, the damping effect is 
significant.  
7.6.4  Maximum acceleration 
One of the most significant factor that impacts the comfortability of living inside a 
high-rise building is the acceleration amplitude. An overlarge acceleration will cause the 
occupants great discomfort. Here we compare the maximum accelerations at each floor when 
the 20-story building is equipped with the passive TLCD, the passive 4-column TLMCD and 
the semi-active 4-column TLMCD, respectively, as illustrated with Figure 7.7. From the 
acceleration distribution across the building height, it is found that the vibration of the 
building is dominated by its first vibration mode. The maximum acceleration generally 
increases with the floor number, with the highest acceleration at the top of the building. The 
semi-active TLMCD still achieves the largest decrease of average acceleration amplitude 
reduction for the high-rise building, though at high levels the damping effect of all the three 
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types of liquid dampers are similar. The semi-active design performances the best at the 6-10 
floors of the building.  
7.7  Conclusions 
This paper investigates the mitigation effect of semi-active TLMCD on tall buildings 
against wind hazard. The semi-active TLMCD is controlled by liquid damping forces 
controlled by internal openable valves in the horizontal column of the TLMCD.  
First, when wind load is modeled as a harmonic force acting on the main structure, 
transfer functions can be used to evaluate the damping performance of semi-active TLMCDs. 
The transfer function of displacement and acceleration amplitude versus excitation frequency 
show that a semi-active TLMCD has a much better damping capacity compared to its passive 
counterpart or a passive TLCD. The semi-active TLMCD can lower the maximum structure 
displacement by 26% compared to the passive case.  
Next, a 20-story building, modeled as a lumped mass system, is equipped with a 
semi-active TLMCD at the top of the building. Stochastic wind pressure on each floor is 
applied corresponding to its height. Numerical simulations of the building’s response under 
the wind pressure evaluate both the inter-story drift ratio and the maximum acceleration at 
each floor. The results show that the semi-active TLMCD can lower the average building 
inter-story drift ratio by 13%, considerably larger than its passive counterpart or a passive 
TLCD. The comparison of maximum acceleration reduction also has a similar result for the 
three types of dampers. Since external power needed for control of the internal valves is 
small and the achieved damping effect is significant, semi-active TLMCDs can be considered 
as an economical and safe option when a liquid damper is needed to mitigate wind hazard on 
tall buildings.  
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Table 7.1  Dynamic properties of a 20-story building model 
floor height  
(m) 
mass  
(kg) 
stiffness 
(kN/m) 
floor height  
(m) 
mass  
(kg) 
stiffness 
(kN/m) 
20   563,000 100,576 10 3.96 552,000 265,888 
19 3.96 552,000 133,952 9 3.96 552,000 270,592 
18 3.96 552,000 164,416 8 3.96 552,000 273,952 
17 3.96 552,000 178,752 7 3.96 552,000 277,088 
16 3.96 552,000 197,568 6 3.96 552,000 279,552 
15 3.96 552,000 200,928 5 3.96 552,000 275,072 
14 3.96 552,000 203,392 4 3.96 552,000 297,920 
13 3.96 552,000 232,064 3 3.96 552,000 299,712 
12 3.96 552,000 236,096 2 3.96 552,000 304,192 
11 3.96 552,000 244,832 1 5.49 584,000 225,568 
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Figure 7.1 Schematic drawing of a N-column TLMCD 
 
Figure 7.2 Transfer function of the main structure’s maximum displacement versus 
excitation frequency ratio 
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Figure 7.3 Transfer function of the main structure’s maximum acceleration versus excitation 
frequency ratio 
 
                             (a)                                                                     (b) 
Figure 7.4 The actual control force, the maximum available control force, and the required 
control force for semi-active TLMCD (a) at the first orifice (b) at the second orifice. 
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Figure 7.5 Wind load on lumped-mass model of a 20-DOF structure 
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Figure 7.6 The inter-story drift ratio of the 20-story prototype building 
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Figure 7.7 The max acceleration amplitude of the 20-story prototype building 
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CHAPTER 8.    CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this dissertation, a novel multifunctional panel that integrals structural load 
bearing, thermal exchange and storage, and vibration mitigation against wind or earthquake 
hazards is presented. The multifunctional panel consists a structural wall with multiple 
capillaries that are filled with liquid, which can adjust building temperature as well as 
provide supplemental damping against seismic or wind hazards. The main objective of this 
study is to assess the structural damping capability of this type of panels. 
8.1  Summary for Major Conclusions 
8.1.1  Multifunctional GFRP panel  
One of the potential ways to manufacture multifunctional panels is using pultruded 
GFRP. Pultruded GFRP is strong and light and can easily make structural panels of various 
hollow sections.  
In Chapter 2, the dynamic load resistance of the multi-celled pultruded GFRP panel is 
evaluated using comprehensive shake table tests. A steel block is attached on the top of the 
panel to simulate the supported seismic mass. Test results show that the GFRP panel can 
sustain a peak ground acceleration of 2.1 g without being damaged. FEA analysis also shows 
that GFRP panels have comparable drifts and stress levels as solid reinforced concrete walls 
when they function as shear walls in low-rise buildings. The low stiffness of GFRP walls is 
compensated by its low self-weight and elastic behavior. However, due to the lightweight 
and elastic behavior, the multi-celled GFRP panels may have good potentials in seismic 
regions.  
In Chapter 3, we find that the multi-celled GFRP panel can be easily adapted to 
include a liquid damping system by cutting out part of the cell separations, which allows free 
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liquid exchange between the cells. GFRP panels have elastic behavior and high strength, but 
the hysteretic curves under seismic load show that they have low energy dissipation 
capability. Shake table tests are conducted to measure the vibration reduction percentage of 
the GFRP panels when different combinations of cells are utilized. Comparisons show that 
the GFRP panel can reduce its steady vibration amplitude by as much as 26% due to the 
liquid motion. Generally, the reduction percentage increases with the total liquid volume 
inside the panel. The liquid damping forces are calculated by approximating the liquid 
system to a TLCD, which is further verified by CFD simulations. This shake table test 
concludes that it is viable to include liquid in a multi-celled structure to increase its damping.  
8.1.2  Analytical modeling of TLMCDs 
The physical model for the internal liquid damping system in a multi-capillary/multi-
celled structure is termed as tuned liquid multiple columns damper (TLMCD). The analysis 
of this model reveals that a TLMCD may have several advantages over classical TLCDs. 
In Chapter 4, a nonlinear dynamic model for a TLMCD is constructed using Lagrange 
equations where the liquid surface movement in each capillary is modeled as an individual 
DOF.  Both the friction and orifice viscous damping forces are considered in the model. 
Numerical solutions of the liquid surface movements under both free vibration and forced 
harmonic vibration are validated by CFD simulations. Parametric studies of the nonlinear 
model show that there exists optimum orifice damping coefficients for a TLMCD. A 
numerical procedure to design a TLMCD for a SDOF structure is provided. The results show 
that a TLMCD does not perform better than a TLCD with the same mass. But under the same 
geometry size, the TLMCD has a larger damping effect since it makes better use of the 
limited occupying space due to more vertical columns. 
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In Chapter 6, a linearization method for the nonlinear analytical model of TLMCD is 
presented. With the linearized model, the TLMCD-structure system becomes a linear system 
that can be optimized using the H∞ norm method. Genetic algorithm is employed to search 
the optimum parameters of a TLMCD that will result in the minimum H∞ norm. Comparing 
to classical TLCDs with the same mass, TLMCDs perform slightly worse in suppressing the 
vibrations of SDOF structures, with only less than 5% difference. For MDOF primary 
structures, a TLMCD could outperform single TLCD and multiple TLCDs of optimized ratio 
under the same length ratio restriction. This can be explained by the fact that a TLMCD can 
have larger effective masses at various vibration modes than multiple TLCDs.  
In Chapter 7, the orifices of a TLMCD are replaced by controllable valves, making 
the TLMCD a semi-active device. Sliding mode control method is used to determine the 
control forces in TLMCDs. Significant improvement on the damping capability is achieved 
when the controllable valves are installed compared to the passive case through transfer 
function analysis under harmonic wind load. Stochastic wind loads are simulated on a 20-
storey building with a semi-active TLMCD of 1 % of the structure’s total mass installed on 
the top. The average inter-story drifts are reduced by more than 30% from the installed semi-
active TLMCD when compared with passive TLMCDs or passive TLCDs. 
8.1.3  Reinforced concrete multifunctional panel dynamic test 
In Chapter 5, a reinforced concrete multifunctional panel was manufactured to 
validate the analytical models presented in Chapter 4. A plastic 6-column tube was embedded 
in the reinforced concrete panel to represent the TLMCD damping system. Free vibration 
tests of the liquid motion inside the plastic tube show similar results to numerical solutions. 
The concrete panel is linked to a fixed base by steel springs to form a SDOF system. 
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Dynamic tests results show that an internal TLMCD with a mass ratio of 1.7% can increase 
the reinforced concrete multifunctional panel’s damping ratio from 1.51% to 1.64%.  
Both the GFRP panel and the reinforced concrete multifunctional panels can be viable 
solutions for buildings against seismic or wind hazards. GFRP panels has larger internal 
space, and thus they provide better mitigation effect by including higher amount of liquid. 
Reinforced concrete panels have stronger stiffnesses and can be applied in medium or high-
rise buildings. A simple comparison of the two types of panels’ damping capability is 
illustrated in Table 8.1. The increased equivalent damping ratio is estimated by comparing 
the amplitudes of primary structures’ vibration at resonance. 
Table 8.1  Comparison of the damping capability of GFRP panels and reinforced concrete 
panels 
Per unit length (1 m) of wall GFRP Panel Reinforced Concrete Panel 
Maximum included water (kg) 45.4  8.90  
Increased equivalent damping ratio for 
main structures 
0.32% 0.063% 
 
8.2  Recommended Future Work  
8.2.1  Robustness analysis 
In design of TLMCDs, uncertainties including external loads, structural 
characteristics of the main structure exist. Thus, sensitivity of these factors on the TLMCD-
structure system needs to be analyzed. It is possible that the multiple frequencies of a 
TLMCD will result in as an effective frequency range, where the natural frequency of the 
primary system is considered safe.  
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8.2.2  Capillary arrangement in different directions 
This study only considers all the capillaries of the multifunctional panel arranged in 
the one direction. However, in a building system, multifunctional panels might be in different 
directions, and even intersection of panels can happen. A TLMCD with columns in different 
directions can be constructed using Lagrange equations as well. Interactions between liquid 
vibration in different directions will be a topic worth investigating. 
8.2.3  Experimental study on semi-active TLMCDs 
An experimental investigation of a semi-active TLMCD is necessary to verify the 
conclusions drew in Chapter 7. The control strategy will be decided by how the controllable 
valves function. It will be interesting to compare the continuously changing valves and 
open/closed dual-state valves in the experiments. 
 
